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Let R be a Riemann surface\not\in O_{g}. It is known R\in O_{AB}or\in O_{AD} depends
not only on the boundary of R but also on the global structure of R . We
show similar phenomina occur for the behaviour of analytic (meromorphic)
functions near the boundary. Any Riemann surface admits non const,
meromorphic functions. Also H. Behnke-K. Stein^{1)} proved any open Riemann
surface R admits non const, holomorphic functions (pole free). Hence if R
has a special structure, such holomorphic functions may have more complicated behaviour near the boundary than that of meromorphic functions.
C. I. Iversen’s property. We denote by
the covering surface
generated by an analytic function w=f(z):z\in R over the w -sphere. If
any connected piece
covers \{|w-w_{0}|<\rho\} except at most
a set of capacity zero, we say
has C. I. Iversen’s property (C. I.
property). If
has C. I. property for any f(z) in R , we say R has C. I.
property. We denote by
the class of Riemann surfaces which have C. I.
property. Then there are some conditions for R\in P_{I}, for instance HNB\subset
. Also we denote by P_{HI} the class of Riemann surfaces such that
has C. I. property for any holomorphic functions f(z) in R .
Simple covering surfaces and simple analytic functions. Suppose
R is given as a covering surface over -plane. Let n(\xi) be the number of
points of R over . If max n(\xi)<\infty , we call R is a simple covering surface.
be points in R lying
Let f(z):z\in R be an analytic function. Let , ,
over a point . If f(zi)=f(z_{2})=f(z_{3})=\cdots--f(z^{p}):z^{p}=\xi is the projection of
z , we call f(z) a simple analytic function in R .
A generalized simple covering surface
and simple analytic functions in
Let G be a disk without branch points in a simple covering
: n=1,2 ,
surface R . Let
be slits in G such that I_{n}arrow one point in
G as
. Let
. Identify every side
be a whole plane with slits
of
of G and the same side of
. Then we have a Riemann
of
surface R . For any point p\in R , local parameter disks are defined as usual,
\mathscr{L}(f(z))

0\backslash \prime er\{|w-w_{0}|<\rho\}

\mathscr{L}(f(z))

\mathscr{L}(f(z))

P_{I}

P_{I}
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\xi

\xi

z_{1}
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\cdots

\xi

\tilde{\bm{R}}
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F^{*}
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, a local parameter disks is one in
. e . 1) for
given
originaly. 2) a local parameter disk is a circle upset for
. 3)
a doubled semicircle for p\in a side of . 4) a doubled circle with a crease
respectively. We call such R a generalized
for p\in an end of
over
simple covering surface. Suppose an analytic function f(z) in R . If f(z) is
, we say f(z) is a simple function
a simple function only on
in a generalized simple covering surface . In this paper we show following
i

p\in R-\overline{\sum I_{n}}

R-\overline{\sum I_{n}}

p\in F^{*}-\overline{\sum I_{n}}

I_{n}

I_{n}

I_{n}

\tilde{R}-\overline{\sum I_{n}}-F^{*}

\tilde{R}

THEOREM 1.

There exists a simple covering
R\in P_{HI}-P_{I}

surface

R\not\in O_{g}

.

There exists a generalized simple covering

THEOREM 2.
such that

R\in P_{I}

such that

surface

R\not\in O_{g}

.

A connecting ring. Let
and
be the same strips such that a<{\rm Re}\zeta
<b, -\infty<{\rm Im}\zeta<\infty of the -plane with slits
as follows: s_{n}=\{a+\delta\leqq
, Im
Re
}, \delta=(b-a)/4 , n=0 , \pm 1 , \pm 2 , . Connect
with
on
crosswise. Then we have a two sheeted strip R . Let
be
an HB in R such that sup |V(\zeta)|\leqq M and V(\zeta)=0 on end points of
(branch points of R). Then there exists a const. 0<\lambda<1 not depending on
such that
on {Re \zeta=(a+b)/2}.
It is sufficient to see
on {Re \zeta=(a+b)/2,0\leqq{\rm Im}\zeta\leqq\delta}. Let
(n=1,2, \cdots) be an HB such that
sup
, V_{n}(\zeta)=0 on branchF_{1}

F_{2}

\{s_{n}\}

\zeta

\zeta\leqq b-\delta

\zeta=n\delta

F_{1}

\cdots

\sum s_{n}

F_{2}

V(\zeta)

\sum s_{n}

V(\zeta)

|V(\zeta)|\underline{\underline{<}}M\lambda

V(\zeta)

V_{n}(\zeta)

|V_{n}(\zeta)|\nearrow

{\rm Re} \zeta=\frac{a+b}{r}.’

points.

0\leqq{\rm Im}\zeta\leqq\delta

Then
forms a normal family and its limit function is clearly
\neq const .
Hence by the maximum principle we have the assertion. Then
we have.
\{V_{n}(\zeta)\}

REMARK 1. Let
and
be the same rings \{\rho<|z|<\rho’\} with radial
slits . Connect
with
on
crosswise. Then we have two sheeted
R
ring . If this ring is conformally equivalent to the part of the above two
sheeted strip
( n is an integer), we call such
a ring a connecting ring
with contraction . Let V(z) be an HB
in R vanishing on branch points, then V(z) can be considered in the above
strip. Hence there exists a const. not depending on V(z) such that
F_{1}

F_{2}

F_{1}

s_{\gamma g}

F_{2}

\sum s_{n}

.o_{\wedge}ver\{a<{\rm Re}\zeta<b, 0\leqq{\rm Im}\zeta\leqq n\delta\}
(\rho, \rho’, \lambda)

\lambda

\lambda

|z|= \sqrt ma_{\frac{x}{\rho\rho^{l}}}|V(z)|\leqq\lambda\sup_{z\epsilon R}|V(z)|:\lambda<1

be a leaf over \{|z|<1\} with slits
REMARIC 2. Let
: i=1,2 ,
such that
do not cluster at any point in \{|z|<1\} as
. Let
be
the same leaf as . Connect
with
crosswise on
. Then we have
F_{1}

\{s_{i}\}

iarrow\infty

\{s_{i}\}

F_{1}

F_{1}

F_{2}

\{s_{i}\}

\cdots

F_{2}
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a two sheeted covering surface R . Let U(z) be an HP in R and let M(r)=
such that
on |z^{p}|=r, then there exists a const.
\alpha_{0}

\max U(z)\downarrow\xi|=\gamma

M(r)(1-r)\leqq\alpha_{0}

,

means the projection of z .
where
In fact, let U(\xi) be an HP (a positive harmonic function) in
Then for r<\rho<1
z^{p}

U( \xi)=\frac{1}{2\pi}.|_{0}^{2\pi}U(\rho e^{i\phi})\frac{\rho^{2}-r^{2}}{\rho^{2}-2\rho r\cos(\theta-\phi)+r^{2}}d\phi\leqq\frac{\rho+r}{\rho-r}U(0)

Let

\rhoarrow 1

,

|\xi|<1

.

\xi=re^{i\theta}

. Then
\max U(\xi)|z1=r\leqq(\frac{2}{1-r})U(0)(

. Then U(z)+U(\hat{z})
Let z\in R and be another point of R such that
in \{|z^{p}|<1\} . Hence we have remark 2.
is an HP with respect to
z^{p}=\hat{z}^{p}

\hat{z}

z^{p}

EXAMPLE 1. Let
be integers such that

\lambda<1

and

\rho_{n}=1-\frac{1}{2^{n}}

2^{k}\cross\lambda^{i=1}arrow 0\Sigma^{k}m(i)

as

: n=1,2 ,

\cdots

and

m(1) , m(2) ,

\cdots

karrow\infty

For every n over \{\rho_{n}<|z|<\rho_{n+1}\} we shall define m(n) number of connecting
rings with contraction as follows.
\lambda

\rho_{n}<r_{l(n)+1}<r_{l(n)+1}’<r_{l(n)+2}\cdots<r_{l(n)+m(n)}<r_{l(n)+m(n)}’<\rho_{n+1}

,

l(n)= \sum_{i=1}^{n-1}m(i)

For any

+j) so that the part over

ring
wise on

, \cdots k(l(n)
may become a connecting

we define radial slits

\{r_{l(n)+j}<|z|<r_{l(n)+j}’\}

\{r_{l(n)+j}<|z|<r_{l(n)+j}’\}

\{s_{l(n)+j}^{k}\}k=1,2

by connectin two rings over \{r_{l(n)+f}<|z|<r_{l(n)+f}’\} cross:
We denote these all slits by

(r_{l(n)+j}, r_{l(n)+j}’, \lambda)

\{s_{l(n)+j}^{k}\}

.

\{s\}

\{s\}=s_{l(n)+1}^{j_{1}}

j_{1}=1,2 ,

\cdots

, j(l(n)+1) ,

j_{2}=1,2 ,

\cdots

,

s_{l(n)+2}^{j_{2}}

,

\cdots

,

, j(l(n)+2) ,

n=1,2 ,

s_{l(n)+n(n)}^{j_{n}}

\cdots

,

j_{n}=1,2 ,

\cdots

, j(l(n)+m(n)) .

\cdots

be the same leaf as . Connect
and
be a leaf with the all slits
. Then we have two sheeted covering
crosswise on all slits
with
surface R , now the part of R over \{r_{l(n)+j}<|z|<r_{l(n)+j}’\} is a connecting
ring with contraction .

Let
F_{1}

\{s\}

F_{1}

\{s\}

F_{2}

\lambda

F_{2}

F_{1}
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Suppose K -Martin’s topology^{2)} is defined on R+\Delta with kernels \{K(z, p)\}
such that K(p_{0}, p)=1 , where
on \{z=0\} . And suppose
is a point in
also Martin’s topology is defined on \Gamma=\{|z|\leqq 1\} with kernels
such
F_{1}

p_{0}

\{K^{\Gamma}(z, p)\}

that

K^{\Gamma}(z, p)=1

at z=0 ,

. e.

i

K^{\Gamma}(z,p)= \frac{1-r^{2}}{1-2r\cos(\theta-\phi)+r^{2}}

for

z=re^{i\theta}

, p=

. Then R has following properties.
There exist always two points of R such that their projections are same.
We denote them by z and . Then
is a transformation and is a
conformal mapping. Let A be a set in R . We also denote by
the set
\{z:\hat{z}\in A\} .
.
Then clearly
and
1) Let U(z) be an HP in R , then U(z) is an HP relative to
, i . e. ,
U(z)=U(\hat{z}) .
Conversely any HP relative to
is an HP in R by putting
e^{i\theta}

,

0\leqq\phi\leqq 2\pi

zarrow\hat{z}

\hat{z}

\hat{A}

\hat{z}=z

\hat{\hat{A}}=A

z^{p}

z^{p}

U(z)=U(z^{p})

.

Let U(z) be an HP and minima1^{3)} in R . Then U(z) can be considered as U(z^{p}) by (1) and U(z^{p}) is minimal in \{|z^{p}|<1\} . Conversely let
U(z^{p}) be minimal in |z^{p}|<1 .
Then U(z) is minimal in R .
2)

be a sequence in R such that
Let
verges to a point
and
3)

\{p_{i}\}

M
p_{i}arrow p\in\Delta

. Then

\{p_{i}^{p}\}

con-

e^{i\phi}

\lim_{i}K(z, p_{i})=K(z, p)=K^{\Gamma}(z^{p}, e^{i\phi})

,

p\in\Delta_{1}

and

\Delta=\Delta_{1}

,

M

means the convergence relative to Martin’s topology on R+\Delta and
means the projection of .
Conversely let
be a sequence in R such that
point
,

where
p_{i}^{p}

arrow

p_{i}

\{p_{i}\}

then

M
p_{i}arrow p

p_{i}^{p}arrow one

e^{i\theta}

and
\lim_{i}K(z,p_{i})=K^{\Gamma}(z^{p}, e^{i\prime})

t

Hence there exists only one point of
over .
4) Any HP function U(z) in R is represented by a positive mass on
\{|z^{p}|=1\} such that
e^{i\phi}

\Delta(=\Delta_{1})

U(z)= \int K^{\Gamma}(z^{p}, e^{i\prime})d\mu(e^{i\prime})

PROOF

OF 1)

Let

R_{0}

be a disk in

F_{1}

over

.
|z^{p}|< \frac{1}{2}

. The

part of R

over
consists of two circles which divide R into two parts. Let
be one of which containing . Then \{R_{n}\}:n=0,1,2 , is an exhaustion
of R . Let U(z) be an HP in R . Then by remark 2 there exists a const.
\{|z^{p}|=\rho_{n+1}\}

R_{n}

\alpha

such that

p_{0}

| \max_{z^{p_{|=r}}}U(z)\leqq\frac{\alpha}{(1-r)}

. Put

\cdots

V(z)=U(z)-U(\hat{z})

. Then

V(z)

is har-

of bounded
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monic in R and

|V(z)| \leqq\frac{2\alpha}{(1-\rho_{n+1})}

in

R_{n}

analytic

and =0 at every branch point

Now the part of R over
is a connecting ring, whence

(which is an end point of a slit).
<r_{l(n)+m(n)}’\}

for

|V(z)| \leqq\frac{2\alpha\lambda}{(1-\rho_{n+1})}

Hence by the maximum principle

Also consider

V(z)

over

|V(z)| \leqq\frac{2\alpha\lambda^{2}}{(1-\rho_{n+1})}

narrow\infty

. Then V(z)=0 in

for

|z^{p}|<r_{l(n)+m(n)}

\{r_{l(n)+m(n)-1}<|z^{p}|<r_{l(n)+m(n)-1}’\}

.

. Then

|z^{p}|<r_{l(n)+m(n)-1}

|V(z)| \leqq\frac{2\alpha\lambda^{i=1}\Sigma m(i)n}{(1-\rho_{n+1})}=\alpha\cdot 2^{n+2}\lambda^{i}\Sigma^{k}m(i)

Let

\{r_{l(n)+m(n)}<|z^{p}|

|z^{p}|=\sqrt{r_{l(n)+m(n)}r_{l(n)+m(n)}’}

|V(z)| \leqq\frac{2\alpha\lambda}{(1-\rho_{n+1})}

for
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\{|z^{p}|<\frac{1}{2}\}

:

|z^{p}|< \frac{1}{2}(

. This implies

U(z)=U(\hat{z})

.

PROOF OF 2) Let U(z) be minimal in R . Then by (1) U(z)=U(z^{p}) .
in \{|z^{p}|<1\} and V(z^{p})\leqq U(z^{p}) .
Suppose V(z) is an HP with respect to
Put V(z)=V(z^{p}) . Then V(z) is an HP in R and V(z)=aU(z) : 0<a\leqq 1
by the minimality of U(z) in R . This implies U(z^{p}) is minimal in \{|z^{p}|<1\} .
Evidently every minimal function in \{|z^{p}|<1\} is a multiple of
.
Latter part is proved similarly.
z^{p}

K^{\Gamma}(z^{p}, e^{i\prime})

PROOF

OF

3)

Let

R_{0}

be a disk in

F_{1}

with p_{0}^{p}=0 . Let G(z, p) and
point be in
R and of \{|z^{p}|<1\} respectively. Then
F_{1}

such that
G’(z, p^{p})

\{|z^{p}|<\frac{1}{2}\}

and

p_{0}

a

be Green functions of

G’(z^{p}, p^{p})=G(z, p)+G(z,\hat{p})\geqq G(z, p)

.

Since a Green function is the least HP in a domain G with the same value
such that G does not contain its pole,
as the Green function on
\partial G

G’(z^{p}, 0) \leqq\frac{1}{\delta}G(z, p_{0})

where

\delta=\min_{Iz^{p}|=\frac{1}{2}}G(z, p_{0})/_{Iz^{p}}\max_{I=\frac{1}{2}}G’(z^{p}, 0)

for

|z^{p}|> \frac{1}{2}

,

.

Hence by letting z=p and by (1)
K(Z, p)=_{1}^{\frac{G(z,p)}{G(p_{0},p)}\leqq\frac{1}{\delta}\frac{G’(z^{p},p^{p})}{G’(p^{p},0)}=\frac{1}{\delta}K^{\Gamma}(z^{p},p^{p}):}||.|p^{p}|> \frac{1}{2}\tau

(1)
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Suppose
sequences

M

does not converge. Then there exist two sub,
: j=1,2 , such that
. Then by K(z,p_{i})\leqq

p_{i}arrow p\in\Delta

and

\{p_{i}^{p}\}

(^{j}p_{i})^{p}arrow e^{i\phi_{j}}

\{^{j}p_{i}^{p}\}

\frac{1}{\delta}K^{\Gamma}(z^{p}, p_{i}^{p}):|p_{i}^{p}|>\frac{1}{2}

\phi_{1}\neq\phi_{2}

,

K(z,p) \leqq\frac{1}{\delta}K^{\Gamma}(z^{p},

e^{i\phi_{j):j=1,2}}

. By

is minimal in R and
K(z, p)=a_{j}K^{\Gamma}(z^{p}, e^{i\prime_{j}}):a_{j}>0 .
On the other hand, both are =1 at z=p_{0} .
Hence a_{j}=1 and K(z, p)=K^{\Gamma}(z^{p}, e^{i\phi_{j):}}j=1,2 . This is a contradiction. Thus

Now

K^{\Gamma}(z^{p}, e^{i\prime}j)

p_{i}^{p}arrow e^{i\phi}

,

i

is minimal in

|z^{p}|<1

(2)

K^{\Gamma}(z^{p},

e^{i\phi_{j)}}

. e. ,
K(z, p_{i})arrow K(z, p)=K^{\Gamma}(z^{p}, e^{il})t

By the minimality of

whence

\Delta=\Delta_{1}^{4)}

K^{\Gamma}(z^{p}, e^{il})

. Next suppose

of
similarly as before we have
two subsequences

diction.

Hence

\{^{j}p_{i}\}

M
p_{i}arrow p

\{p_{i}\}

p_{i}^{p}arrow e^{i\prime}

:

Now p is arbitrary,

, K(z, p) is minimal.

and

M
p_{i}\neq

one point. Then there exist

j=1,2 such that

1p_{j}arrow 1p\neq 2p2p_{j}M\underline{M}

K(z, p_{1})=K^{\Gamma}(z^{p}, e^{i\phi})=K(z, p_{2})

. Then

. This is a contra-

. This shows that only one point of

\Delta

exists over

e^{i\prime}

.

4) is a direct consequence of Martin’s theorem.

of the boundary determined by an open set. For latter use
and let
we shall make some preparations. Let G be an open set in
G’ be an open set in G . Let w_{n,n+i}(z) be an HB (bounded harmonic function) in G\cap R_{n+i}-(G’\cap(R_{n+i}-R_{n})) such that w_{n,n+i}(z)=0 on
\partial R_{n+i}\cap(G-G’) , =1 on
) except a set of capacity zero. Then
lim lim w_{n,n+i}(z) exists and it is denoted by W(G’\cap\Delta, z, G) and is called
H.

M5)

R\not\in O_{g}

\partial G\cap R_{n+i}+

\overline{G’\cap(R_{n+i}-R_{n}}

. Mi of

determined by G’ relative to G . If G’=G , we denote simply
by W(\Delta, z, G) . Also let F be a closed set in G . We denote the least HP
on F (or G’ ) by W(F, z, G) or W(G’, z, G) . Now G
in G F being
: i=1,2 , .
consists of at most enumerably infinite number of domains
. W(G’\cap\Delta, z, G)>0
Then we see W(G’\cap\Delta, z, G)=W(G’\cap\Delta, z, G_{i}) in
if and only if there exists at least a number such that W(G’\cap\Delta, z, G_{i_{0}})>0 .
If G is compact, then W(G’\cap\Delta, z, G_{i})=0 .
Hn

–

(\Delta\cap G’)

\geqq 1

G_{i}

\cdots

G_{i}

i_{0}

Lemma 1. Let G be a domain in R such that W(\Delta, z, G)>0 .
f(z) be an AB function in G with |{\rm Re} f(z)|\leqq M(1-W(\Delta, z, G)) and
\leqq M(1-W(\Delta, z, G)) .
Then

Let

|{\rm Im} f(z)|

f(z)\equiv 0\tau
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of G conformally onto
PROOF. Map the universal covering surface
of positive
|\xi|<1 .
Then W(\Delta, z, G) has angular limits =1 on a set
have angular limits =0 . a . e .
measure on \{|\xi|=1\} . Both Re f(z) and
on E. Hence by Riesz’s theorem f(z)\equiv 0 .
,
. Let V(z) be an HP
Operations E and
Let
not smaller
vanishing on
. Let E[V] be the least HP in
in
. Let U(z) be an HP in . Let I[U] be the greatest
than V(z) in
. Then
HP in
not larger than U(z) and vanishing on
Lemma 2.
If E[V]<\infty , IE[V]=V.
) and I[U]>0 ,
, (necessarily U(z)=0 on
2) If U(z) is minimal in
then
G^{\infty}

E^{6)}

{\rm Im} f(z)

.

I^{7)}

G_{2}

R\not\in O_{g}

G_{2}\subset G_{1}\subseteqq R

G_{1}

\partial G_{2}

G_{1}

G_{2}

\partial G_{2}

G_{2}

1)^{8)}

\partial G_{1}

G_{1}

EI[U]=U and I[U] is minimal in

G_{2}

.

and R-G_{2} be compact. Let U(z) be an HP in
Let
. Then
that U(z) is continuous on
and=0 on
3)

G_{1}\supset G_{2}

G_{1}

such

\partial G_{1}

\partial G_{1}

EI[U]=U
As a special case

G_{1}=R ,

for

any HPU(z) in R ,

EI[U]=U
Under the condition of 3) and G_{1}=R . Let V(z) be an HP in
. If E[V]<\infty , E[V] is minimal in R .
which is minimal in
5) Let G_{1}=R and
be a domain such that there exists an SPH
,
(superharmonic function) G(z) in R with the property: 0<G(z)<1 in
. Let
. Clearly
G(z)=1 on CG_{2} and max G(z)|0\forall as
4)

G_{2}

G_{2}

G_{2}

G_{2}

narrow\infty

U(z)

be a positive

CG_{2}\cap\partial R_{n}=0

. Then
EI[U]=U and I[U]>0 .

HBin^{n}Rz\epsilon\partial R

PROOF OF 1) and 2) are given in previous papers.6,8) Now 2) will be
shown at once. In fact EI[U]\leqq U. By the minimality of U, EI[U]=
aU: 1\geqq a0>\neq .
aU=EI[U]=EIEI[U]=a^{2}U and a=1

such that
Hence EI[U]=U. Let V(z) be an HP in
Then U=EI[U]\geqq E[V] . By the minimality of U in
G_{2}

0<a\leqq 1

. By

I[U]\geqq V
G_{1}

,

in

G_{2}

.

E[V]=aU :

(1)

V=IE[V]=aI[U]
Hence I[U] is minimal in .
G_{2}

PROOF

OF

3)

Since

R-G_{2}

is compact, there exists a number

n_{0}

such
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that

. At first we see
with boundary value U on

\partial R_{n}\subset G_{2}

HP in

G_{2}

:

.

U(z)\leqq M

n\geqq n_{0}

\sup_{z\in\partial}

\partial G_{2}

Let

be the least

H_{U^{2}}^{G}

. Then

H_{U^{2}}^{G}\leqq M(1-W(\Delta, z, G_{2})

. Put S(z)=0 in G_{1}-G_{2} , =U-H_{U^{2}}^{G} in
.
Then S(z) is an SBH (subharmonic function) and T_{n}(z)\nearrow asnarrow\infty , where
T_{n}(z) is a function in
, =S(z) on (R-R_{n})\cap G_{2}
such that T_{n}(z)=0 on
.
and T_{n}(z) is harmonic in
By definition T_{n}(z)\leqq E[S] . lim T_{n}(z) is harmonic in
, hence
By definition

I[U]\geqq U-H_{U^{2}}^{G}

G_{2}

G_{1}

\partial G_{1}

G_{1}\cap R_{n}

G_{1}

lim
Let
\partial R_{n}

T_{n}(z)=E[S]\leqq U

such that
be an HP in
. Then T_{n}(z)=U-\beta_{n}(z) and
G_{1}\cap R_{n}

\beta_{n}(z)

\beta_{n}(z)=0

\partial G_{1’}=H_{U^{2}}^{G}

\partial R_{n}\cap G_{1}=

\beta_{n}(z)\downarrow asnarrow\infty

1-W(\Delta, z, Gj)\leqq W(G_{\delta}\cap(R-R_{n}),

where

on
on
. We show h.m\beta_{n}(z)=0

G_{\delta}=\{z\in G_{2}, W(\Delta, z, G_{2})<\delta\}

:

(

R\not\in O_{g}

. If

, z,

\partial R_{n},\cdot

. Hence
on

G_{2})+(1-\delta))

\partial R_{n}

.

is compact,

R-G_{2}

W( \Omega\cap\Delta, z, R)=\lim_{n}W(\Omega\cap(R-R_{n}),

if and only if

on

G_{2})+(1-\delta)

0<\delta<1

\beta_{n}(z)\leqq M(W G_{\delta}\cap(R-R_{n})

Let f2 be a domain in

z,

z , R)=0

W(\Omega\cap\Delta, z, G_{2})=0l

In fact, let W^{*}(z)=1-W(\Delta, z, G_{2}) .
such that
exist a const.

, 0<W^{*}(z)<1 and there
Then by
on R-R_{0} and
R\not\in O_{g}

W^{*}(z)\leqq\epsilon_{0}<1

\epsilon_{0}

W(\Omega\cap\Delta, z, R)-W^{*}(z)\leqq W(\Omega\cap\Delta, z, G_{2})(

Since W(\Omega\cap\Delta, z, R)>0 implies sup
principle max
as
W(\Omega\cap\Delta, z, R)arrow 1

W(\Omega\cap\Delta, z,G_{2}^{n})z\in\partial R\leqq W(\Omega\cap\Delta, z, R)

W(\Omega\cap\Delta, z, R)>0

On the other hand,
for 0<\delta<1.7 Put
)

and

.

is evident, hence

if and only if

\Omega=G_{\delta}

W(\Omega\cap\Delta, z, G_{2})>0

as

narrow\infty

. Then
G_{1})\leqq W(G_{\delta}\cap(R-R_{n}),

W ( G_{\delta}\cap(R-R_{n}) , z,
\beta_{n}(z)

narrow\infty

W(G_{\delta}\cap(R-R_{n}), z, G_{2})\vee|W(G_{\delta}\cap\Delta, z, G_{2})=0^{5)}

W ( G_{\delta}\cap(R-R_{n})z,

Both

and by the maximum
This implies W(\Omega\cap\Delta, z, Gj)>0 .

W(\Omega\cap\Delta, z, R)=1^{5)}

R)\downarrow 0^{8)}

W(G_{\delta}\cap(R-R_{n}), z, G_{1})

as

z , R)

and
(2)

narrow\infty

are harmonic in

R_{n}\cap G_{1}

On Iversen’s property and the Existence
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\beta_{n}(z)\leqq M(W G_{\delta}\cap(R-R_{n})z

,

of

in

G_{1})+(1-\delta))

G_{1}\cap R_{n}\iota

. Then by (2) lim
. Next let
n
=0 . This implies E[S]=E[U-H_{U^{2}}^{G}]=U. Hence by
EI[U]\geqq U and EI[U]=U.
In case G_{1}=R we have the assertion similarly.

Let

narrow\infty
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\beta_{n}(z)\leqq M(1-\delta)

\deltaarrow 1

. Then lim

\beta_{n}(z)

n

I[U]\geqq S

we have

PROOF 0F 4) Let U(z) be an HP in R such that E[V]\geqq U in R .
Then V=IE[V]\geqq I[U] by (1). By the minimality of V, I[U\rfloor=aV : 0<a\leqq 1
and EI[U]=aE[V] . On other hand, by (3) EI[U]=U. Hence U=aE[V]
and E[V] is minimal in R .

PROOF OF 5) Let
be the function in (3) and let
be an HB
I[U]\geqq
U-H_{U}^{G_{2}} .
function in
such that
on
. Then
Let
be an HB in
such that
on
. Then
H_{U}^{G_{2}}

R_{n}

\beta_{n}(z)

\beta_{n}(z)=H_{U^{2}}^{G}

R_{n}

\alpha_{n}(z)

\partial R_{n}(\subset G_{2})

\alpha_{n}(z)=U-H_{U^{2}}^{G}

\partial R_{n}

\alpha_{n}(z)=U-\beta_{n}(z)

Put V(z)=0 in

is an
(whence
). By \beta_{n}(z)\leqq MG(z):M=\sup U(z) and
SBH,
by the maximum principle lim \beta_{n}(z)=0 . Clearly
is the least HP in
\alpha_{n}(z)\leqq E[U-H_{U^{2}}^{G}]\leqq EI[U] .
not smaller than
. Then
Let
R-G_{2}

and

V(z)=U-H_{U^{2}}^{G}

\alpha_{n}(z)\nearrow asnarrow\infty

on

G_{2}

.

Then since

V(z)

\beta_{n}(z)_{\vee}|

R_{n}

\alpha_{n}(z)

U-H_{U}^{G_{2}}

andn

narrow\infty

U\leqq EI[U]

Evidently

U\geqq EI[U] ,

Hence U=EI[U] and I[U]>0 .

EXAMPLE 2. We shall deform R of the example 1 as follows : Let
\hat{R}_{0}

be the part of

F_{2}

over

|z|< \frac{1}{2}

. Let S be a slit in

S= \{|{\rm Re} z|\leqq\frac{1}{4}

\hat{R}_{0}

such that

, Im z=0\}

be a whole z -plane with slit S. Connect
with
Let
crosswise on
from R.
divides
S. Then we have a covering surface
into two
parts. Let
be on of them containing \{z=0\} of . Then
is an
and
exhaustion of
.
PROOF 0F THEOREM 1. Let
be the covering surface over the
w -plane generated by an analytic function f(z) in . Assume
has
not C. I. property. Let
over |w-w_{0}|
be a connected piece of
F_{3}

F_{2}

F_{3}

\tilde{R}

\tilde{R}

\partial R_{n}

\tilde{R}_{n}

\tilde{R}

F_{1}

\{\tilde{R}_{n}\}

\partial R_{n}=\partial\tilde{R}_{n}

\mathscr{L}(f(z))

\tilde{R}

C_{\rho}(w_{0})

<\rho

for

w_{0}\pm\infty

or over

\{|w|>\frac{1}{\rho}\}

\mathscr{L}(f(z))

\mathscr{L}(f(z))

for

w_{0}=\infty

does not cover a set of positive capacity in

respectively.

\{|w|>\frac{1}{\rho}\}

Suppose

. Since

C_{\rho}(\infty)

w=\infty

is a

Z. Kuramochi
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set of capacity zero, we can find a point

(: w_{0}’\neq\infty)

w_{0}’

and an r such that

with the
in
and a connected piece
does not cover a set of positive capacity in \{|w-w_{0}|<r\} .
property that
has not C. I. property, we can find a connected piece
Hence if
not covering a set F of positive capacity in |w-w_{0}|<\rho . We
such that F\cap\{|w-w_{0}|\leqq\rho’\}=F_{\rho’} is also of positive capacity.
choose
Hence there exists an HBU in \{|w-w_{0}|<\rho\}-F_{\rho’} such that U(w)=0 on
and put U(z)=U(f(z)) .
Let
|w-w_{0}|=\rho and 0<U(w)<1 .
, because
vanishing on
and
Then U(z) is an HB in
.
not larger than 1 and vanishing on
is the greatest HB in
on R\}+F_{3}) is compact, there exists at least one com(
Since
such that
point f2 of

\{|w_{0}’|>\frac{1}{\rho}\}

,

C_{r}(w_{0}’)

|w_{0}’|-r> \frac{1}{\rho}

C_{\rho}(\infty)

C_{r}(w_{0}’)

\mathscr{L}(f(z))

C_{\rho}(w_{0}):w_{0}\neq\infty

\rho’<\rho

\tilde{\Omega}=f^{-1}(C_{\rho}(w_{0}))

W(\Delta, z,\tilde{\Omega})>0

\partial\tilde{\Omega}

\tilde{\Omega}

\partial\tilde{\Omega}

\tilde{\Omega}

W(\Delta, z,\tilde{\Omega})

R_{1}

R\sim 1^{=}\{|z|<\rho_{2}
\tilde{\Omega}-R_{1}

\Omega\subset R

and

W(\Delta, z, \Omega)>0

.

is a domain in R . We suppose
We consider 12 in R not in R . Then
Martin’s topology is defined over R+\Delta with kernels \{K(z,p)\} such that
K(p_{0}, p)=1 , where
with
. Let Y(z) be an HP in
is a point in
R and let E be a closed set in R . We denote the least SPH in R not
and a domain G . If K_{GG}(z, p)<
smaller than Y(z) on E by Y_{E}(z) . Let
p^{K}\in G
. Let
K(z, p) , we call G a fine neighbourhood of p and denote it by
\hat{A}=\{z:\hat{z}\in
A\}
is a conformal transfor. Then
A be a set in R . Put
mation. Consider as a function of z:\hat{z}=\hat{z}(z) . Let v be an open set,
and put U(z)=K_{c\hat{v}}(\hat{z}, p)=K_{c\theta}(4(z),p) . Then U(z) is an SPH in R and
U(z)=K_{c\theta}(\hat{z},p)=K(\hat{z}, p)=K(z,p) except a set of capacity zero on cv by
larger than
K(\hat{z},p)=K(z, p) .
Since K_{e\hat{v}}(\hat{z},p)(=U(z)) is the least SPH in
K(\hat{z},p)=K(z,p) on cv , U(z) is the least SPH in v larger than K(z, p) on
cv , i . e . U(z)=K_{ev}(z, p) and
\Omega

p_{0}^{p}=0

F_{1}

p_{0}

p\in\Delta_{1}

zarrow\hat{z}

\hat{z}

\hat{v}

(3)

K_{ev}(z, p)=K_{cv}A(\hat{z}, p)

Hence by (3) v\ni pK if and only if
be the mass on
Let

\hat{v}\ni pR’

\Delta_{1}(=\Delta)

\mu

.

such that

1= \int K(z,p)d\mu(p)

. Then

W( \Delta, z, \Omega)=1-1_{c\Omega}=\int_{\Delta_{1}(\rho)}(K(z, p)-K_{co}(z, p))d\mu(p)>0

.
:
where
Hence there exists a positive mass on
This implies H. M. (harmonic measure) of
. Hence
and by (3)
. Then

,

\Delta_{1}(\Omega)=\{p\in\Delta_{1} _{p\in\Omega\}}^{K}

\mu’

\Delta_{1}(\Omega)

whose potential is bounded.
. Let p be a point of

\Delta_{1}(\Omega)>0

\Omega\ni pK

\Delta_{1}(\Omega)

\hat{\Omega}\ni pK

On Iversen’s property and the Existence
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\Delta_{1}(\Omega\cap\hat{\Omega})=\Delta_{1}(\Omega)

is also a
. Then
,
,
component of 12*. Case 1. If
. Case 2. If
K
K
K
, then
\yen p for any
. This contradicts the fact
. Because
that only one component of
can be a fine neighbourhood of p . Let
, then K_{C\rho*}(z, p)<K(z, p) . This is equivalent to for some
<K(z, p) . Hence
Put

\Omega^{*}=\Omega\cap\hat{\Omega}

and

\Omega_{1}

,

\Omega_{2}

,

\cdots

be components of
\Omega_{i}\cap\hat{\Omega}_{i}\neq 0

p\in\Delta_{1}

\Omega_{i}

\Omega^{*}

\hat{\Omega}_{i}

\Omega_{i}\cap\hat{\Omega}_{i}=0

\Omega_{i}=\hat{\Omega}_{i}

\hat{\Omega}_{i}\ni p

\Omega_{i}\ni p

\Omega^{*}

p\in\Omega^{*}K

\Omega_{i}K_{co_{i}}(z, p)

\Delta_{1}(\Omega^{*})=\sum_{i}\Delta_{1}(\Omega_{i})=\sum’\Delta_{1}(\Omega_{i})

,

.
is over only components
where
such that
and H. M , of
Hence there exists at least one
such that
. There exists a mass on
such that U(z)=.|K(z, p)d\mu\leqq 1 ,
and U(z)-U_{C\rho_{i}}(z)=.\backslash \cdot(K(z, p)-K_{co_{i}}(z,p))d\mu>0 . Now U(z)-U_{C\rho_{i}}(z)=0 on
, whence
is the least non negative
. Since
, i . e.
. Replace K(z, p)
SPH in R larger than 1 on
by 1, then as (3) we have
\sum’

\Omega_{i}=\hat{\Omega}_{i}

\Omega_{i}

\Omega_{i}=\hat{\Omega}_{i}

\Omega_{i}

\Delta_{1}(\Omega_{i})>0

W(\Delta, z, \Omega_{i})>0

\partial\Omega_{i}

\Delta_{1}(\Omega_{i})

\mu

1-W(\Delta, z, \Omega_{i})

1-W(\Delta, z, \Omega_{i})=1_{G\Omega_{i}}

C\Omega_{i}

(4)

W(\Delta, z, \Omega_{i})=W(\Delta,\hat{z},\hat{\Omega}_{i})=W(\Delta,\hat{z}, \Omega_{i})
(

Let

U(z)={\rm Re} f(z)

. Then

|U(z)| \leqq M=\max|f(z)|(\leqq|w_{0}|+\rho<\infty)

on

\Omega_{i}

. Let

on
and U_{n}(z)=0
such that
be an HB in
on
. Then there exists a subsequence \{U_{n’}(z)\} of \{U_{n}(z)\} such
that U_{n’},(z)arrow anHBU^{*}(z) . Evidently
U_{n}(z)

U_{n}(z)=z\in\Omega_{i}U(z)

R_{n}

\partial R_{n}\cap\Omega_{i}

\partial R_{n}-\Omega_{i}

|U(z)-U^{*}(z)|\leqq 2M(1-W(\Delta, z, \Omega_{i}))

Since

\hat{z}\in\Omega_{i}

for

z\in\Omega_{i}

U^{*}(z)

\Omega_{i}

.

in

\Omega_{i}

.

,

|U(\hat{z})-U^{*}(\hat{z})|\leqq 2M(1-W(\Delta,\hat{z}, \Omega_{i}))

Now

in

is an HB in R and

U^{*}(z)=U^{*}(\hat{z})

. Hence by

|U(z)-U(\hat{z})|<4M(1-W(\Delta, z, \Omega_{i}))

,

(4)

\hat{z}=\hat{z}(z)

.

Similar inequality is obtained for Im f(z) . Hence by Lemma 1 f(z)=f(\hat{z})
in . This equality is continued analytically into R-Si . e.f(z)=f(\hat{z})=f(z^{p}) .
\Omega_{i}

Let

Z_{3}

be a point in

F_{3}

such that

is contained in the part of

l connects a point
part of l between

and ,
and p and

z^{*}\in F_{2}

Z_{3}

F_{2}+F_{3}

z_{3}

|z_{3}^{p}|< \frac{1}{2}

over

\{|z^{p}|<\frac{1}{2}\}

l_{p,z_{3}}\subset F_{3}

l_{z^{s},p}

and let l be a curve such that l

and

, l intersects S at p once,

l_{z^{t},p}\subset F_{2}

, where

l_{p,z_{3}}

is the part of between p and

z^{*}

is the
. Let
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, proj
such that proj
be curves in
p” z^{p}=z’t
,
This implies by the
proj
. Then f(z)=f(z’) :
,
and f(z_{1})=f(z_{3}) . On
identity theorem f(z)=f(z’):z\in l_{p,z^{3}} ,
,
is
. Now
and
the other hand f(z_{1})=f(z_{2}) , where
l_{p’,z_{1}}

and

F_{1}

l_{z^{*}}’,p’

z’\in l_{z}* ”

z\in l_{z^{*},p}

l_{z^{s’},p’}

z’\in l_{p’,z_{1}}

z_{1}\in F_{1}

arbitrary.

into the part of R over
\tilde{R}

for

f(z_{1})=f(z_{3})=f(z^{p})

. f(z) is analytic in

F_{1}

|z^{p}|< \frac{1}{2}

\{1>|z|>\frac{1}{3}\}

over

l_{z^{r},p}=

l_{p,z_{3}}=projl_{p’,z_{1}}

|z|< \frac{1}{2}

z^{p}=z^{\prime p}

z_{2}\in F_{2}

z_{1}^{p}=z_{2}^{p}

. Further

z_{3}

is continued

f(z)=f(z^{p})

, whence f(z) is a simple function in

. Hence

f(z^{p})

is analytic in

\{|z^{p}|\leqq\infty\}

.
in
is a rational function of
and f(z)=
If f(z) is holomorphic in R , f(z^{p}) is regular in
f(z^{p})
. But f(z)=z^{p} is an analytic function and
const. This shows
.
has not C. I. property. Hence
REMARK. From the above consideration, we see the following fact.
, covering surface generated by w=f(z) :
If f(z) is not simple, then
z\in R over the w -plane has C. I. property.
This fact means that R is rigid
as a covering surface
in the following sense. If we want to represent
over the w -sphere by an analytic function f(z) so that f(z_{1})\neq f(z_{2}) for at
in Rf f(z) must have so much complicated
least one pair and with
may have C. I. property.
behaviour near the boundary that
and

f(z^{p})

z^{p}

|z^{p}|\leqq\infty

\{|z^{p}|\leqq\infty\}

\tilde{R}\in P_{HI}

\tilde{R}\not\in P_{I}

\tilde{R}

\mathscr{L}(f(z))

\tilde{R}

z_{1}^{p}=z_{2}^{p}

z_{2}

z_{1}

\mathscr{L}(f(z))

:
LEMMA 3. Let G be a disk in the z -plane: G= \{|z|<\frac{1}{2}\} . Let
, lim \rho_{n}=0 ,
n=1,2 ,
be a slit such that ={r\^e n ,0<\rho_{n}<r<\rho_{n}’ },
I_{n}

I_{n}

\cdots

\frac{\pi}{4}>\phi_{1}>\phi_{2}

,

\cdots

lim \phi_{n}=0 .

Then

\rho_{n}>\rho_{n+1}’

. Let
as
. By identifying both sides

I_{n}arrow\{z=0\}

G’=G-\overline{\sum I_{n}.}

narrow\infty

Let C’ be the same leaf as G with
of G’
and that of
of G’ , we have a generalized covering surface G. Suppose
an analytic function f(z) in G. If f(z) is continuable analytically in G,
then f(z) const.
I_{n}

I_{n}

I_{n}

PROOF. Let

in

z^{*}=r_{0}e^{i\phi_{0}}

G:- \frac{\pi}{2}<\theta_{0}<0

. Fix

z^{*}

at present.

Let

and intersect
with
and let l be a curve in G connecting
: n’\neq n such that l is symmetric
and does not intersect
at
ing once
be the part of l between
and
and
be the
relative to . Let
be the symmetric image of
and . Let
in C’
part of l between
to . This is equivalent to the continuation
Continue f(z) along l from
, because f(z) is analytic in G . Hence f(z_{n})=f(\hat{z}^{*}) , where
along
in C’ Now f(z) is analytic at
is the symmetric image of
, whence
. Hence we have the lemma.
z_{n}=r_{0}e^{i(2\psi_{n}-\theta_{0})}

z_{n}

P_{n}

I_{n}

I_{n}

z^{*}

I_{n’}

z^{*}

l_{1,n}

p_{n}

\hat{l}_{1,n}

z_{n}

z^{*}

p_{n}

l_{2,n}

l_{1,n}

z_{n}

l_{1,n}+\hat{l}_{1,n}

\hat{z}^{*}

\hat{z}^{*}

\lim_{n}z_{n}

f(z)\equiv f(\hat{z}^{*})

z_{\infty}=r_{0}e^{-i\phi_{0}}=
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,

,

.
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. Let
a whole plane with
. Identify each side of
of
with that of
. Then we have a generalized covering surface . We show

0<\rho_{n}<r<\rho_{n}’\}

\frac{1}{4}>\rho_{n}>\rho_{n+1}’

\lim_{n}\rho_{n}=0

\phi_{1}>\phi_{2}

\cdots

,

I_{n}

\{I_{n}\}

in

F_{2}

F_{2}

U(z)= \log\frac{1}{|z|}

an HP and

in G=\{the part of

U(z)arrow\infty

as

zarrow 0

over

F_{2}+F_{3}

F_{3}

be

I_{n}

of

R\in P_{I}\simeq

R\approx

F_{3}

Let

\phi_{n}=0

\{|z|<\frac{1}{2}\}\}

:

I_{n}=\{re^{i\emptyset n}

. Then

U(z)

.

is

, whence
W(\Delta, z, G)=0

(5)

,

where is the boundary of . Let f(z) be an analytic function in which
has not C. I. property. Then we can find a domain G’ in
such that
W(\Delta, z, G’)>0 and |f(z)|\leqq M in G’
By (5) we can suppose without loss
of generality that
. This implies f(z) is a simple analytic
function in
. Now since f(z) is analytic in
by putting
,
and
. Hence by Lemma 4 f(z)=
const. This is a contradiction. Hence
.
R\approx

\Delta

R\approx

R\approx

G’\subset R-F_{3}-\overline{\sum I_{n}}\subset R\approx

R-F_{3}-\overline{\sum_{n}I}\approx

f(z_{2})=f(z_{1}):z_{2}\in F_{2}+\overline{\sum I_{n}}

F_{2}+\overline{\sum I_{n}}

z_{1}\in F_{1}

z_{1}^{p}=z_{2}^{p}

R\in P_{I}\approx

REMARK. If K(z,p) is minimal and sup K(z, p)<\infty , p is called singular
point.6) Hence there exist bounded minimal functions if and only if
has
singular points. We show example 1, 2 and 3 have no singular points and
boundaries of these examples are simple from the point of view of harmonic
functions. We proved R of example 1 has no bounded minimal functions.
\Delta

(part

).

Let G=Rof
over
Then R G is compact. Assume
V(z) is bounded minimal in G . Then by Lemma 2. 1. E[V] is bounded
minimal function. \tilde{R}-G is compact. Let U(z) be non const. HP in . Then
|z|< \frac{1}{3}

F_{2}

–

\tilde{R}

su_{\frac{p}{R}}U(z)z\in>\max_{z\in\partial G}U(z)

Assume

I[U]>0

is bounded minimal in
is bounded minimal in G .

U(z)

and
\tilde{R}

\overline{RGI}[U]\geqq U-H_{U}^{G}>0

.

, then by Lemma 2. 3 and Lemma 2. 1.

This is a contradiction. Hence has
no bounded minimal function. R-G\approx is non compact but W(\Delta, z, G’)=0 ,
where
. Let U(z) be a non const. HB in . Then by the
maximum principle and W(\Delta, z, G’)=0
\tilde{R}

G’=R^{\simeq}-\overline{G}

R^{\simeq}

U(z)> \max_{z\epsilon\partial G}
\sup_{\approx,z\in R},

,

U(z)= \sup_{z\in G}

,

U(z)

and

\overline{\overline{GRI}}[U]>0

.

Hence as before we see there exists no bounded minimal function in
For latter use we suppose an N -Martin’ s topology^{5)} is defined on

R^{\approx}

.

R+\Delta
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: n=0,1,2 ,
be an
is the set of boundary points. Let
exhaustion of R . Let N(z, p) be an N-Green function of R-R_{0} . The
distance, dist
of two points of R-R_{1}+\Delta is given as
=\overline{R}

, where

\{R_{n}\}

\Delta

\cdots

(p_{1}, p_{2})

dist

(p_{1}, p_{2})= supz\epsilon R_{1}|\frac{N(z,pJ}{1+N(z,p_{1})}-\frac{N(z,p_{2})}{1+N(z,p_{2})}|

.

by local
We suppose a topology defined by a original topology is in
parameter disks which is compatible to the topology defined by the above
metric. Then we say an N-Martin’s topology is defined on .
be
C. P.10) of the boundary determined by an open set. Let
G_{1}-G_{2}
such
open sets. Suppose there exists a Dirichlet function \’A (z) in
=1 on
and D(A(z))<\infty . Then by the Dirichlet
that A(z)=0 on
in
principle there exists a uniquely determined harmonic function
G_{1}-G_{2}\cap(R-R_{n}) such that \omega_{n}(z)=0 on
, =1 on (R-R_{n})\cap G_{2} except
has M. D. I. (minimal Dirichlet integral).
a set of capacity zero and
, to
converges in Dirichlet norm, as
Then it is easily proved
which is =0 on
in every component of
a harmonic function
by
and
except a set of capacity zero. We denote such
z, GJ >0 means there exists
relative to .
call it C. P. of
. In the preof
such that
at least one component
vious paper we proved some properties of C. P. under the condition that
consist of an enumerably infinite number of analytic curves
and
clustering nowhere in R . But it is easily proved a C. P. has the properties
mentioned there in the same manner.
We suppose an N-Martin’s topology is defined on . Let U(z) be non
negative fullsuperharmonic function^{5)} in R-R_{0} . Let F be a closed set. We
the least positive FSPH (fullsuperharmonic) in R-R_{0} not
denote by
by
simply. Let
smaller than U(z) on F. In the following we write
be the sets of N-minimal points and singular points respectively.
and
if and only if \omega(p, z)=\lim\omega(v_{n}(p), z, R-R_{0})>0 ,
and
Then
R_{2}

\overline{R}

G_{1}\supset G_{2}

\partial G_{2}

\partial G_{1},

\omega_{n}(z)

\partial G_{1}

\omega_{n}(z)

narrow\infty

\omega_{n}(z)

G_{1}

\omega(z)

\partial G_{1}

\omega(G_{2}\cap\Delta, z, G_{1})

\omega(z)

G_{1}

(G_{2}\cap\Delta)

G_{i}

\omega(G_{2}\cap\Delta,

G_{1}

\omega(G_{2}\cap\Delta, z, G_{i})>0

\partial G_{2}

\partial G_{1}

\overline{R}

U_{F}^{N}(z)

U_{F}^{N}

U_{F}

\Delta_{S}

\Delta_{1}

\Delta_{1}\supset\Delta_{S}

where

p\in\Delta_{S}

v_{n}(p)=\{z\in\overline{R}

: dist (p, z)< \frac{1}{n}\} . We call p a singular point of first

kind or second kind according as W(p, z)= \lim W(v_{n}(p), z, R-R_{0})=0 or >0 .
be set of singular points of first kind and second kind. Then
and
Let
\Delta_{S,1}

\Delta_{S,2}

\Delta_{S}=\Delta_{S,1}+\Delta_{S,2}

consists of enumerably infinite number of
Let G be an open set. If
analytic curves clustering nowhere in R , we call G a subdomain. Let
and let G be an open set. If N(z,p)>N_{CG}(z, p) , we denote by G\ni p and
\partial G

p\in\Delta_{1}

of bounded
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we call G a fine neighbourhood of p . Let

G^{N}\ni p
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. Then if we subtract

G-F^{N}\ni p

also. Hence we can find a sub. Hence in this paper we can
domain G’ in G such that G’\ni pN for
suppose a fine neighbourhood is a subdomain.
a compact set F from G , then

G^{N}\ni p

On the existence of bounded analytic functions.
Let p be a boundary point of a Riemann surface R (with respect some
topology of R+\Delta). If the structure of p is complicated so much, we know
G\in O_{AB} , where G is a domain containing an essential part of p .
From this
point of view, there are some theorems.
1. Let p be a boundary component of an end of a Riemann surface
R\in O_{g} .
Let G be a domain in R-R_{0} and let G(z,p_{0}) be a Green function
of G:p_{0}\in G , where
is a disk in R . If there exists a sequence of dividing
separates fi from
in G such that
and
cuts
R_{0}

R_{0}

\{\gamma_{n}\}

\gamma_{n}

\varlimsup_{n}\min_{z\in\gamma_{n}}G(z,p_{0})>0

,

we say CG is completely thin at ,h . Then if the harmonic dimension of p
is
and CG is completely thin at \mu , then G\in O_{AB}.13
with respect to iC -Martin’s
2. Let p be a singular point of
, then
topology. Then if
.
. If
3. 1. Suppose N-Martin’s topology is defined on R . Let
, then G\in O_{AD^{6)}} .
. Then there exists no analytic function
and
3. 2.12) Let
generated by f(z) over
f(z) in G such that the covering surface
the w -Riemann sphere has the following property: any point of the w.
sphere is an ordinary point of Beurling’s sense with respect to
Especially
is a covering surface of finite number of sheets.6 In
the previous paper we constructed some boundary point p and a domain
G of following type. If CG is very small near p and CG satisfies some
conditions, then G\in O_{AB} or
and etc. We requested that CG is not
only small near p but also the situation of CG satisfies some conditions. We
shall prove
THEOREM 3. There exists a Riemann surface R and a singular point
of R such that the boundary of R does not contain any singular
)

\infty

R\not\in O_{g}

G^{K}\ni p

G\in O_{AB^{6\rangle}}

p\in\Delta_{S,2}

G^{N}\ni p

p\in\Delta_{S,1}N

G^{N}\ni p

\mathscr{L}(f(z))

\mathscr{L}(f(z))

)

\mathscr{L}(f(z))

O_{AD^{11)}}

p\in\Delta_{S,2}

point with respect to K -Martin’s topology and
G\in O_{AB}

.

G^{N}\ni p

implies
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is not essential, i . e . it is sufficient that
We have to remark, the fact
p satisfies some conditions and CG is so small as
. We do not impose
any conditions for the situation of CG explicitly. Therefore we do not use
is
the property of singular point to prove G\in O_{AB} directly. Further
only a marker to show that CG is very small and that G contains a proper
part of p . It is very improtant to study the behaviour of G near p . Let
be the
and let G(z, p):p\in R be a Green function of R . Let
, we say is regular. It is known R\in HND
boundary of R . If
p\in\Delta_{S,2}

G^{N}\ni p

G^{N}\ni p

\Delta

R\not\in O_{g}

\Delta

\lim_{zarrow\Delta}G(z, p)=0

if and only if
We shall prove

\Delta

Lemma 4.
one point.

consists of N points in

If the

boundary

\Delta

\Delta_{S,2}

and a set of capacity zero.6

of R\in O_{HD}-O_{g}

is regular, then

)

\Delta=\Delta_{S,2}=

be a disk in R . Let H_{0}D be the class of Dirichlet
PROOF. Let
. Then R\in O_{HD} if
bounded harmonic functions in R-R_{0} vanishing on
and only if U(z)\in H_{0}D is a multiple of W(\Delta, z, R-R_{0}) (H. M. of ) = \lim w_{n}(z) ,
R_{0}

\partial R_{0}

\Delta

n

is an HB (bounded harmonic function) in R_{n}-R_{0} such that
w_{n}(z)=1 on
. Let G(z,p) and G’(z, p) be Green functions
and =0 on
. Evidently
of R and R-R_{0} respectively. Then G’(z, p)\leqq G(z,p)arrow 0 as
for p_{i}\in R-R_{0} , N(z, p_{i})-G’(z,p_{i})\in H_{0}D and =\alpha(p_{i})W(\Delta, z, R-R_{0}) :

where

w_{n}(z)

\partial R_{0}

\partial R_{n}

parrow\Delta

\alpha(p_{i})=(2\pi-\zeta_{\partial R_{0}}\frac{\partial}{\partial n}G’(z, p_{i})ds)/\int_{\partial R_{0}}\frac{\partial}{\partial n}W(\Delta, z, R-R_{0})ds\tau

Let

be a sequence such that

\{p_{i}\}

= \lim_{i}\alpha(p_{i})W(\Delta, z, R-R_{0})

p_{i^{arrow q}}^{N}

. Then

(N(z, p_{i})-G’(z,p_{i}))arrow N(z, q)

:

\lim_{i}\alpha(p_{i})=2\pi/\int_{\partial R_{0}}\frac{\partial}{\partial n}W(\Delta, z, R-R_{0})ds

Now q is an arbitrary point in
\Delta

and

\Delta=\Delta_{1}=\Delta_{S,2}=q

\Delta

.

. Hence there exists only one

point q in

.

be regular for Green function.
Lemma 5. Let R\in O_{HD}-O_{g} and
be disks. Then N and LN-Martin’s topologies are defined
and
Let
on R-R_{0}+\Delta^{N} and R-R_{0}’+\Delta^{L} by use of N-Green functions \{N(z,p)’s\} in
R-R_{0} and \{L(z,p)’s\} in R-R_{0}’ respectively, where
are boundaries
and
one
of R with respect to N and L -topologies. Then by Lemma 4,
point p and \Delta^{L}=one point q . Let G be a domain. Then
if and only
\Delta

R_{0}’

R_{0}

\Delta^{N}

\Delta^{L}

\Delta^{N}=

G^{N}\ni p

if

G^{L}\ni q

.

of bounded

On Iverseri’s property and the Existence

Suppose at first

PROOF.

R_{0}’\supset R_{0}

. Then

analytic

L(z, p_{i})=N(z, p_{i})-N_{R_{\acute{0}}}(z, p_{i})

L

N

and
if and only
is compact
. Since
. We can suppose without loss of generality
are singular, whence N\{z,p) and L(z, q) are bounded. By

p_{i}\in R-R_{0}’

\overline{G}\cap\overline{R}_{0}’=0

N(z,p)-N_{R_{\acute{0}}}(z, p)

p and q

:

L(z, q)=

p_{i}arrow q

p_{i}arrow p

\partial R_{0}’
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.

R-R_{0}’\supset G

in G and

CG(N_{R_{\acute{0}}}(z,p))=N_{R_{\acute{0}}}(z,p)

L_{CG}(z, q)=_{CG}(N(z,p)-N_{R_{\acute{0}}}(z, p))=_{CG}N(z,p)-N_{R_{\acute{0}}}(z,p)(

if and only if L(z, q)>L_{CG}(z, q) . Consider
(R_{0}+R_{0}’) .
Then we have our assertion.
.
We have to study the behaviour of a fine neighbourhood G of
In this paper as remarked before, we can suppose without loss of generality
that G is a subdomain. Then
Hence

N(z, p)>N_{CG}(z, p)

R_{0}’\subset

p\in\Delta_{S}

Lemma 6.

If

2)

If

1)

G^{N}\ni p

G_{1}^{N}\ni p

, int

and

CG^{N}\exists\ni p

G_{2}^{N}\ni p

then

. Suppose

(G_{1}\cap G_{2})\ni pN

G^{N}\ni p

.

G may

for

p\in\Delta_{1}

consists

.

ofN com-

such that G_{i}\ni p .
Then there exists the only one component
. Then there exists another regular domain G’\subset G
Let

ponents.

G_{i}

G^{N}\ni p:p\in\Delta_{S}

3)

such that

and

D(\omega(G’, z, G))<\infty

Further
4)
G’\subset G

5)

if

p\in\Delta_{S,2}

,

\omega(p\cap G’, z, G)=\lim_{n}\omega(v_{n}(p)\cap G’,

W(G’ \cap p, z, G)=\lim W(v_{n}(p)\cap G’, z, G)>0

z,

G)>0\tau

.

Let G be an open set. If there exists an another regular open set
.
such that D(\omega(G’, z, G))<\infty and \omega(G’np, z, G)>0 , then
G^{N}\ni p

Let

G^{N}\ni p\in\Delta_{S}

. Then

\omega(CG\cap p, z)=\omega(CGnp, z, R-R_{0})=0t

6)

\omega(Cv_{n}(p)\cap V_{1-e}(p), z)\vee|0

as

V_{1-\epsilon}(p)=\{z\in R-R_{0}

7)

Let G and

G’

be in 3).

\epsilonarrow 0

,

, where

\omega(p, z, R-R_{0})>1-\epsilon\}

Put

V_{1-\epsilon}’=\{z\in G:\omega(p\cap G’, z, G)>1-\epsilon\}

.

Then
N
V_{1-\text{\’{e}}}’\ni p

.

is
and
be an exhaustion of R. Let
supposed to be regular). Then for any given n there exists a const. L
{depending only on p and G and not depending on n) such that there exists
8)

Let

\{R_{n}\}

p\in\Delta_{S}

G^{N}\ni p(\partial G
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a Dirichlet function U_{n}(z) in
U_{n}(z)arrow 1 as zarrow F and

R.

with the property:

U_{n}(z)=0

on

CG\cap R_{n}

,

D(U_{n}(z))\leqq L<\infty t

PROOF. 1), 2), 3) 4) and 6) are proved in the previous
prove the other assertions.

paper^{6)}

we shall

PROOF 0F 5) Assume \omega(p\cap CG, z)>0 . By (v_{n}(p)\cap CG)\subset v_{n}(p) ,
CG, z) has mass only at p , i . e . \omega(p\cap CG, z)=a\omega(p, z):a>0 . On the other
hand, \omega(p\cap CG, z)>0 implies sup \omega(p\cap CG, z)=1 by P. C. .
Hence a=1
and
\omega(p\cap

2^{6)}

\omega(p\cap CG, z)=\omega(p, z)

Since

as

\omega(p, z)arrow 1

N

,

zarrow p^{3)}

for any

V_{1-e}=\{z\in R-R_{0} ,

Now

\epsilon>0

, there exists a number n such that

\omega(p, z)>1-\epsilon\}\supset v_{n}(p)

on

\omega(p\cap CG, z)=\omega(p, z)>1-\epsilon

.

V_{1-e}\cap CG

, whence

\omega_{CG}(p, z)\geqq(1-\epsilon)\omega(V_{1-e}\cap CG, z)\geqq(1-\epsilon)\omega(v_{n}(p)\cap CG, z)

narrow\infty

. Then

\omega_{CG}(p, z)=\omega(p, z)

.

. This contradicts

\omega_{CG}(p\cap CG, z)=

. Let
. Hence

\epsilonarrow 0

G^{N}\ni p

and then

\omega(p\cap CG, z)

=0 .

PROOF

OF 7)
\omega

(

V_{1-*}’\cap v_{n}(p)\cap G’

, z,

\geqq\omega(v_{n}(p)\cap G’,

By P. C.

G)+\omega(CV_{1-\text{\’{e}}}’\cap v_{n}(p)\cap G’,

z, G)

3^{6)} \lim_{n}\omega(CV_{1-}’.\cap v_{n}(p)\cap G’, z, G)=0

\omega

(

V_{1-}’.\cap p\cap G’

z, G)

, z,

. Hence

G^{\cdot})=\omega(p\cap G’, z, G)>0

.

Evidently
D(\omega(V_{1-}’., z, V_{1-e’}’))\leqq D(\omega(G’\cap p, z, G))/(\epsilon’-\epsilon)^{2}<\infty

for

1>\epsilon’>\epsilon>0

.

By the Dirichlet principle

D(

\omega

(

V_{1-\epsilon}’\cap v_{n}(p)\cap G’

Thus by letting

narrow\infty

.

, z,

V_{1-}’.’))\geqq D(\omega(V_{1-}’.\cap v_{n}(p)\cap G’,

\omega(V_{1-}’.\cap p\cap G’, z, V_{1-}’.’)>0

N
V_{1-*}’’\ni p

.

z, G))>0 .

and by (4)

On Iversen’s property and the Existence

8) Let V_{M}^{C}=\{z\in
a const. 0<M_{0}<1 such that

PROOF

OF

\omega(p\cap V_{M}^{C}, z)=h.mn

M_{0}

m_{1}

Then there exists

.
for

z, R-R_{0})=0

V_{1-e}=\{z\in R-R_{0}, \omega(p, z)>1-\epsilon\}
V_{1-e}\supset v_{m_{1}}(p)
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R-R_{0}, \omega_{CG}(p, z)>M\}

\omega(v_{n}(p)\cap V_{M}^{C},

Fix
at present. Put
such that
a number

of bounded

M\geqq M_{0}.6)

. Then there exists

. Let

A(z)=( \omega(p, z)-\omega_{CG}(p, z))/(1-\epsilon-M_{0}):\epsilon<\frac{1-M_{0}}{2}

Then A(z)=0 in

R-G,

on

A(z)\geqq 1

and

( V_{1-e}\cap CV_{M_{0}}^{C})\supset(v_{m_{1}}(p)\cap CV_{M_{0}}^{C})

D(A(z)) \leqq\frac{1}{(1-\epsilon-M_{0})^{2}}D(\omega(p, z)-\omega_{CG}(p, z))<\infty

means B_{m}(z)=\omega(v_{m}(p)\cap
Let n be a given number. Now
(by
, z,
in Dirichlet norm).
and D(B_{m}(z))\vee|0 as
such
, since
is compact, there exists a number
Hence for any
Let
, B_{m_{2}}(z)=1 on
and
on
that
\omega(p\cap V_{M_{0}}^{C}, z)=0

R-R_{0})\downarrow 0

V_{M_{0}}^{C}

\epsilon’>0

B_{zn_{2}}(z)<\epsilon’

B_{m}(z)\downarrow 0

marrow\infty

R_{n}

m_{2}

R_{n}

D(B_{m_{2}}(z))<\epsilon’r

v_{m_{2}}(p)\cap V_{M_{0}}^{C}

E_{m_{2}}(z)=(A(z)+B_{m_{2}}(z)-\epsilon’)/(1-\epsilon\acute{)}

Then

on

E_{m_{2}}’(z)= \max(0, E_{m_{2}}(z))=0

CG\cap R_{n} ,

\geqq 1

on

v_{l}(p):l= \max(m_{1}, m_{2})

and

,

D(E_{m_{2}}’(z)) \leqq\frac{2D(A(z))+2D(B_{m_{2}}(z))}{(1-\epsilon)^{2}}

such
is chosen arbitrarily, we can find
Let L=3D(A(z)) . Since
U_{n}(z)
and L are a
that D(E_{m_{2}}’(z))<L . Put U_{n}(z)= \min(1, E_{m_{2}}’(z)) . Then
function and a const. required.
and
. Let be a unit circle \{|z|<1\} with
C. P ,
\acute{\epsilon}

s\omega(F, z,\tilde{\Omega})

m_{2}

\Omega

\omega(F, z, \Omega)

in \{\frac{1}{2}<|z|<1\}
radial slits
: m=1,2 ,
,
and that there exists a sequence
for any n , where
S be a slit in and , where
crosswise on . Then we have two
\{s_{m}\}

\cdots

\rho_{0}<\rho_{1}<\rho_{2}

such that
, lim

\hat{\hat{F}}

\hat{S}=\{|{\rm Re} z|\leqq\frac{1}{4}

\Omega

\hat{\hat{F}}-\hat{S}

\hat{S}

. Let

\hat{F}

, Im z=0\} .

Connect

with

\Omega-\hat{S}

sheeted covering surface
\tilde{\Omega}

\tilde{\Omega}

.

a uniquely

\omega(F, z,\tilde{\Omega})=1

\tilde{\Omega}-F

\omega(F, z,\tilde{\Omega})arrow 0

\omega(F, z,\tilde{\Omega})

\Omega

marrow\infty

with the property:
be a whole plane. Let

Lemma 7. Let F be a compact set in . Then there exists
such that
in
determined harmonic function
as |z|arrow 1
on F {except a set of capacity zero),
has M. D. I. among all Dirichlet functions being 1
converging to 0 as |z|arrow 1 in . Let F be a compact set in .
\omega(F, z,\tilde{\Omega})

as

\rho_{n}=1

\cdots

\Gamma_{\rho n}=\{|z|=\rho_{n}\}

\Gamma_{\rho_{n}}\cap\sum s_{m}=0

s_{m}arrow\{|z|=1\}

\Omega

and
in
on F and
Replace
\Omega

\tilde{\Omega}
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.

Then there exists uniquely determined
same property as
.
\Omega

function

\omega(F, z, \Omega)

with the

\omega(F, z,\tilde{\Omega})

PROOF. Let
(
on 12). Then
. Since F is
compact, there exists a number
such that
. There exists a Dirichlet
function
in
such that \alpha(z)=1 on F, =0 in
and D(\alpha(z))<\infty .
Let n>n_{0}\neq 1 . Then by the Dirichlet principle, there exists a harmonic
function
in G_{n}-F such that \omega_{n}(z)=1 on F (possibly except a set of
capacity zero), =0 on
and
has M. D. I. among all Dirichlet function being 1 on F and =0 on
. Then
on
. Hence by the
maximum principle
in G_{n}-F and \omega_{n}\nearrow anHB\omega(z) in \Omega-F as
Put
\omega_{n}(z)=0 on CG_{n}
G_{n+i}
. Then since
has M. D. I. over
,
G_{n}=\hat{\hat{F}}+\hat{S}+

\{|z|<\rho_{n}\}

G_{n}\nearrow\tilde{\Omega}

G_{n_{0}}\supset F

n_{0}

\tilde{\Omega}

\alpha(z)

CG_{n_{0}+1}

\omega_{n}(z)

\partial G_{n}

\omega_{n}(z)

\frac{\partial\omega_{n}}{\partial n}=0

\partial G_{n}

\sum s_{m}

\omega_{n}(z)\leqq\omega_{n+i}(z)

narrow\infty

\omega_{n+i}

for any

D_{G_{n+i}}(\omega_{n+i}+\epsilon(\omega_{n+i}-\omega_{n}))\geqq D_{G_{n+i}}(\omega_{n+i})

This implies

D_{G_{n+i}}(\omega_{n+i})=D_{G_{n}}(\omega_{n}, \omega_{n+i})

.

0<D_{G_{n+i}}(\omega_{n+i}-\omega_{n})=D_{G_{n}}(\omega_{n})-D_{G_{n+i}}(\omega_{n+i})

converges to
Hence
a Dirichlet function in
. Then for any
. Let
\omega_{n}

\Omega

and

D(\omega_{n})_{\vee}|\Lambda>0

\epsilon>0

as

narrow\infty

in Dirichlet norm and
. Let V(z) be
such that V(z)=1 on F and V(z)arrow 0 as |z|arrow 1 in
there exists a number n\’e such that V(z)<\epsilon in

\omega(z)

\tilde{\Omega}

\epsilon t

\omega_{n}\nearrow\omega(z)

\tilde{\Omega}-G_{n(\text{\’{e}})}

\beta_{e}(z)=\min(1

Then D(\beta_{e}(z))<\infty and
definition of
,

\beta_{\text{\’{e}}}(z)=1

, max

(0,

\frac{V(z)-\epsilon}{1-\epsilon}

on F and =0 in

)) .

\tilde{\Omega}-G_{n(e)}

. Hence by the

\omega_{n_{\text{\’{e}}}}(z)

D(\beta_{\text{\’{e}}}(z)_{)}^{\backslash }\geqq D(\omega_{n(_{*})}(z))\geqq D(\omega(z))

On the other hand,
\epsilonarrow 0

D( \beta_{*}(z))\leqq D(\frac{V(z)-\epsilon}{1-\epsilon})=\frac{D(V(z))}{(1-\epsilon)^{2}}

D(V(z))\geqq D(\omega(z))

Hence
and denote by

.

Hence by letting

.

has M. D. I. We call such
C. P. of F relative to
. The uniqueness is proved as usual. For f2 our
assertion is proved similarly.
\omega(z)

\omega(z)

\tilde{\Omega}

\omega(F, z,\tilde{\Omega})

REMARK. Let R be a Riemann surface
and let F be a compact
\omega(F,
z,
R)
set.
is defined similarly, but \omega(F, z, R) does not necessarilyarrow 0
as
and it is proved \omega(F, z, R)arrow 0 except a set of capacity zero in some
sense as
.
\not\in O_{g}

zarrow\Delta

zarrow\Delta
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Dirichlet integrals of Dirichlet functions.

Let
Lemma 8.
Let V(z) be an HB in
Then
1)^{14)}

\mathscr{R}

\mathscr{R}

be a ring
such that

\{\rho_{1}<|z|<\rho_{2}\}

V(z)=V(\rho_{j}e^{i\theta})

.
with radial slits
on \{|z|=\rho_{j}\}:j=1,2 .
\{s_{m}\}

D(V(z)) \geqq\int_{0}^{2\pi}\frac{|V(\rho_{1}e^{i\theta})-V(\rho_{2}e^{i\theta})|^{2}}{1og\frac{\rho_{2}}{\rho_{1}}}d\theta

2)
s_{i}

Let 12 be a unit circle with radial slits

is contained in

pact set in

\{\frac{1}{2}<|z|<1\}

\{|z|\leqq\frac{5}{16}\}

U(z) be a Dirichlet
|z|arrow 1

and let

function

. Then

and

be C. P.

\omega(F, z, \Omega)

iarrow\infty

\min_{Iz1=_{H}^{3}}W

3)

(F, z,

) is H. M. of F relative to

C( \frac{1}{2})

projection

F\cap\overline{\mathscr{R}}(\rho’, \rho)

. Let

arrow 1
-

as

,

\overline{3}

and

C( \frac{1}{2})=\{|z|<\frac{1}{2}\}

\gamma_{F}=

Let

set in

D(\omega(F\cap\overline{\mathscr{R}}(\rho’, \rho),

\Gamma_{r}\cap F=0

.

Let

\overline{\mathscr{R}}(\rho’, \rho)=

and let P(F) be the circular

C( \frac{1}{2})

re^{i\theta}\in F\cap\overline{\mathscr{R}}(\rho’, \rho)

Then P(F) is clearly closed. If P(F)=I(\rho’,
there exists a const. \alpha>0 such that
D(

\frac{1}{3}<\rho’<\rho<\frac{7}{16}

on the real axis. i . e .

P(F)=\{r :

Hence if
such that

\Omega

).

. Let F be a closed

of

Let F be a com-

C( \frac{1}{2})

Let f2 be the domain in (2).

\{\rho’\leqq|z|\leqq\rho\}

such that

in 12 such that U(z)=0 on F and

10g

(

.

\cdots

F relative to

of

D_{\Omega}(U(z)) \geqq D(\omega(F, z, \Omega))\geqq\frac{2\pi\gamma_{f}^{2}}{8}

where W F, z,

(6)

: i=1,2 ,

\{s_{i}\}

as

s_{i}arrow\{|z|=1\}

.

\omega

(

z,

F\cap \mathscr{B}(\rho’, \rho)

\Omega)<\alpha

, z,

, there

for some

\rho)=

{

\theta\}

\rho’\leqq{\rm Re} z\leqq\rho

\Omega))\geqq\alpha>0

.

exists a cricle

\Gamma_{r}=\{|z|=r\}

.

PROOF

OF

)
1) is given in the previous paper.14

PROOF

OF

2)

, Im z=0}, then

By the property of C. P. we have

D(U(z))\geqq D(1-\omega(F, z, \Omega))=D(\omega(F, z, \Omega))

,

\rho’<r<\rho
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by Lemma 7.

Since

z,

\omega(F, z, \Omega)\geqq W(F,

C( \frac{1}{2}))

,

Hence by (6) we have 2).
PROOF OF 3) By A. Beurling’s

(

W P(F) ,

Assume

- \frac{7}{16}

,

and put

\omega(F\cap\overline{\mathscr{R}}(\rho’, \rho)

, z,

D(

Put

\alpha=\frac{2\pi\delta_{0}^{2}}{1og\frac{16}{7}}

W(I(\rho’, \rho),

\Omega)\geqq W(F\cap\overline{\mathscr{R}}(\rho’, \rho),

\omega

. Then

(

\{|z|=\frac{3}{8}\}r

theorem^{15)}

C( \frac{1}{2}))\leqq W( F\cap\overline{\mathscr{R}}(\rho’, \rho)

P(F)=I(\rho’, \rho)

on

\omega(F, z, \sqrt)\geqq\gamma_{F}

z,

F\cap \mathscr{R}(\rho, \rho)

, z,

- \frac{7}{16}

C( \frac{1}{2}))

,

on

C( \frac{1}{2}))

,

\{|z|=\frac{7}{16}\}

C( \frac{1}{2}))=\delta_{0}(>0)

. Then by

we have

\Omega))\geqq\frac{2\pi\delta_{0}^{2}}{1og\frac{16}{7}}

.

is the required constant. The latter part of 3)

\alpha

is \‘evident.
On the oscillation of HB functions in open sets.
Lemma 9. 1.

Let

(

W

F_{1}

F_{1}

Let

C’( \frac{1}{4})=\{|z|>\frac{1}{4}\}

be a closed set in

, z,

C’( \frac{1}{4}))\leqq\lambda\leqq 1

R and not

(

9. 2.

Let

C’( \frac{3}{8R})=\{|z|>\frac{3}{8R}\}:R>2

and let A be a set on

on A , then there exists a const.

depending on
W

\{|z|\geqq\frac{5}{16}\}

and

F_{1}

, z,

F_{1}

,

K_{1}(R)

C’( \frac{3}{8R}))\leqq K_{1}(R)\lambda

and

on

C( \frac{3R}{8})=\{|z|<\frac{3R}{8}\}:R>2

\{|z|\leqq\frac{5}{16}\}

\min_{z\epsilon r}W

9. 3.

Let

F_{2}

, z,

depending only

A\tau

(

, z,
. If
a closed set in
a const. K_{2}(R) depending only on R such that

(

. If

and A such that

\lambda

C( \frac{1}{2})=\{|z|<\frac{1}{2}\}

W

\Gamma=\{|z|=\frac{3}{8}\}

.

F_{2}

C( \frac{1}{2}))\leqq\lambda\leqq 1

C( \frac{3R}{8}))\leqq K_{2}(R)\lambda

\mathscr{R}=\{\frac{3}{8R}<|z|<\frac{3R}{8}\}

. Let

U_{R}(z)

on

. Let

F_{2}

be

. Then there exists

\Gamma

be an HB in

\mathscr{R}

such that

On Iversen’ s property and the Existence

. Then for any

|U_{R}(z)|\leqq M

Os

of

\delta>0

on

U_{R}(z)

, there

of bounded

exists an
\leqq\frac{\delta}{4}

\Gamma

:
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R(\delta)

such that
,

R\geqq R(\delta)

where Os means the oscillation.

Let G be an open set in the z -plane.

9. 4.

F_{2}=CG \cap\{|z|\leqq\frac{5}{16}\}

. Then for any

ing only M and

and not on G ) such that

Os
\leqq\frac{\delta}{4}

,

of

for

\delta

on

U(z)

\{z\in\Gamma

: both

z,

Let U(z) be a non const. HB

\{|z|=\frac{3}{8}\}

.

Then there exists a const.

F_{2}

,

(depend-

C( \frac{1}{2})<\epsilon\}

.

|U(z)|\leqq M

function in

\delta>0

\epsilon>0

and W( , z,

C( \frac{1}{4}))<\epsilon

any HB function U(z) in G with

9. 5.

F_{1}=CG \cap\{|z|\geqq\frac{5}{16}\}

there exists a const.

\delta>0

W\{ F_{1} ,

Let

and

\epsilon>0

\{|z|<1\}

. Let

\Gamma=

depending on U(z)

such that
Os

for

any set E with mes

PROOF
\{|z|=\rho\}

OF

and

\mathscr{R}

Let

1)

(

\frac{1}{4}

,

\rho

of

U(z)

E<\epsilon

on

(\Gamma-E)

>\delta j

.

be a number such that

\rho)=\{\frac{1}{4}<|z|<\rho\}

. Suppose

Fig. 1.

\frac{1}{4}<\rho<\frac{5}{16}

W(F_{1},

z,

. Let

C’( \frac{1}{4}))\leqq\lambda

\Gamma,=

on A .
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Then by the minimum principle there exists a point

0<W(

F_{1}

,

z_{0}

,

C’( \frac{1}{4}))\leqq\lambda

. Since W(

F_{1}

, z,

z_{0}\in\Gamma_{\rho}

is an HP in

C’( \frac{1}{4}))

such that

\mathscr{R}(\frac{1}{4},

\rho)

, there

exists a const. K’ such that

(

W

F_{1}

Let V(z) be an HB in
\{|z|=\frac{1}{4}\}

. Then W

V(z) ( >0

F_{1}

, z,

\{|z|=\frac{3}{8R}\}

\{|z|=\frac{1}{4}\}

\rho)

\{|z|=\frac{1}{4}\}

U(z)

. Let

in

Then S(z) is an SPH in

. Hence W

and
and

W

(

(

F_{1}

F_{1}

, z,

, z,

OF

OF

z,

\{\frac{3}{8R}<|z|\}

. Let

and =0 on
M= \max\frac{\partial}{\partial n}

be a continuous SPH in

N= \min\frac{\partial}{\partial n}U(z)

, U(z)=0 on

( >0 outer normal)

in

C’( \frac{1}{4}))

, =0 on

\{\frac{1}{4}\leqq|z|\leqq\infty\}

\{|z|=\frac{3}{8R}\}

and

.

\geqq(\frac{K’M\lambda}{N})+1

,

on

A

.
F_{2}\cap\Gamma=0

and

W(F_{2},

z,

C( \frac{1}{2}))

is an HP in

we have 2) similarly.
3)

Put U(z)=U(z)+M.

We consider U’(z):0<U’(z)\leqq 2M. Map
R<{\rm Re}\xi<\log R ,

:

C’( \frac{3}{8R}))\leqq\frac{S(z)}{1+(\frac{KM\lambda}{N})}

By noting

2)

\{\frac{5}{16}<|z|<\frac{1}{2}\}

PROOF

\rho)

\{\frac{3}{8R}<|z|<\frac{1}{4}\}

C’( \frac{3}{8R}))\leqq(1+\frac{K’M}{N})\lambda

K_{1}(R)=(1+ \frac{K’M}{N})

PROOF

U(z)

\{\frac{3}{8R}\leqq|z|\leqq\frac{1}{4}\}

=( \frac{KM’\lambda}{N})U(z)+W(F_{1},

F_{1}

. Let

\mathscr{R}(\frac{1}{4},

\Gamma_{\rho}

. Let

S(z)=( \frac{K’M\lambda}{N})U(z)

on

in

is harmonic in

\{|z|=\frac{1}{4}\}

\Gamma_{\rho}t

such that V(z)=1 on

C’( \frac{1}{4}))\leqq K’\lambda V(z)

such that

and =1 on

on

C’( \frac{1}{4}))\leqq K’\lambda

\mathscr{R}(\frac{1}{4},

inner normal) on

\{\frac{3}{8R}<|z|\leqq\infty\}

on

(

, z,

-\infty<{\rm Im}\xi<\infty\}

\mathscr{R}

. Then

Then Os of U’(z)=Os of U(z) .
by
\Gamma

\log\frac{8z}{3}

onto a strip

is mapped onto

S_{\xi}=\{-

log

\Gamma_{\xi}=\{{\rm Re}\xi=0

,

On Iversen’s property and the Existence
0\leqq{\rm Im}\xi<2\pi\}

by

\{|\zeta|<1\}

. It is sufficient
so that

\zeta=q(\xi)

whose diameter

\delta(R)\vee|0

as

of bounded

analytic

to see Os of U’(\xi)=U’(z) on

\xi=\pi i

. Map

onto
is mapped onto a set
\Gamma_{\xi}

\Gamma_{\xi}

\Gamma_{\zeta}

(6)

\frac{\delta(R)M}{(1-\delta(R)^{2})}\leqq\frac{\delta}{32}

Then

U’(z)= \frac{1}{2\pi}\int U’(e^{i\phi})\frac{1-r^{2}}{1-2r\cos(\theta-\phi)+r^{2}}d\phi

of U’(z) on

S_{\xi}

. Then
. Let R be a number such that
\zeta=0

-

Rarrow\infty
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,

\zeta=e^{i\phi}

,

z=re^{i\theta}

\Gamma\leqq(’\frac{1}{2\pi}\int_{0}^{2\pi}U’(e^{i\phi})d\phi)(\frac{1+\delta(R)}{1-\delta(R)}-\frac{1-\delta(R)}{1+\delta(R)})<\frac{\delta}{4}

. Hence os

.

PROOF OF 4) Let
be the solution of the Dirichlet problem in
with boundary value =U on
. Then
and =0 on
H_{U}^{{?}}

\partial \mathscr{R}\cap CG

\partial \mathscr{R}^{\mathscr{H}}\cap G

|U(z)-H_{U}^{a}|\leqq 2MW(F_{1},

z, C’( \frac{3}{8R}))+2MW( , z,
F_{2}

Let R be a number satisfying (6) for given
defined by (1) and (2). We choose
\epsilon=\min

Let A be the set on
<\epsilon

\Gamma

(

\frac{\delta}{32MK_{1}(R)}

where both

. Then by 9. 1 and 9. 2 MW

< \frac{\delta}{32}

A \leqq\frac{\delta}{2}

on A .

Now

H_{U}^{9}

is a

F_{1}

5)

0F

, z,

U_{R}(z)

. Then

\frac{\delta}{32MK_{2}(R)}

F_{1}

, z,

in 7. 3.

K_{1}(R)

.

(7)

and

K_{2}(R)

are

).

C’( \frac{1}{4}))<\epsilon

C’( \frac{3}{8R}))<\frac{\delta}{32}

If U(z)=const , on

\max_{z\epsilon r}U(z)=M>N=\min_{z\epsilon\Gamma}U(z)

. Let

(

\frac{\theta_{1}}{2}

,

\frac{\theta_{2}}{2}

).

\Gamma

and W( , z,
F_{2}

and MW( , z,
F_{2}

C( \frac{1}{2}))

C( \frac{3R}{8}))

Hence by (7) os of U(z) on

, U(z)=const , in

\eta=\frac{(M-N)}{4}

and mes

\{z\in\Gamma:U(z)>M-\eta\}=\theta_{1}>0

\epsilon=\min

W(-

,

\delta

C( \frac{3R}{8}))

. (Remark. The set A may be empty.)

PROOF

mes

(

\mathscr{R}

for any set E with mes

E>\epsilon

. Hence

. By the continuity of

\{z\in\Gamma:U(z)<N+\eta\}=\theta_{2}>0

Then we have at once by putting
Os of U(z) on

\{|z|<1\}

\Gamma-E\geqq\delta

U(z)

. Let

\delta=\frac{M-N}{2}

,

.

Example 4.

Y. Toki’s example,16) Toki’s slits and Toki’s property.
Y. Toki constructed a Riemann surface R\in O_{HD}-O_{AB} . We state his
example.

Let

\frac{1}{2}<\rho_{1}<\rho_{1}’<\rho_{2}<\rho_{2}’

,

\cdots<1

, lim

\rho_{n}=1

. For every

n

we choose

Z. Kuramochi
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in

(\rho_{n}, \rho_{n}’)

(\rho_{n}<\rho_{n,1}<\rho_{n,1}’<\rho_{n,2}<\rho_{n,2}’\cdots

,

\rho_{n,n}<\rho_{n,n}’<\rho_{n}’1

: k=1,2 , , k(n, i) be
We shall define a Riemann surface. Let
such that the same two rings over \{\rho_{n,i}<|z|<
radial slits in
becomes a connecting ring with contraction , if we connect these two
by
. In this
crosswise. For simplicity we denote
rings on
Toki’s slits Let F(1) , F(2) , , F(1) , fi(2) , be unit circles
paper we call
with the same \{S_{n,i}\}i=1,2 , , n and n=1,2 , .
First connection and transformation T_{1}(z) . Connect F(i) and fl(i):\dot{\iota}=
1,2 ,
crosswise on
\cdots

s_{n,i}^{k}

\{\rho_{n,i}<|z|<\rho_{n,i}’\}

\lambda

\rho_{n,i}’\}

S_{n,i}

\{s_{n,i}^{k}\}

\{s_{n,i}^{k}\}

\cdots

\cdots

\{s_{n,i}^{k}\}

\cdots

\cdots

\cdots

S_{1,1}

,

S_{2,1}

,

S_{3,1}

,

S_{4,1}

,

\cdots

F(1)

F(2)

F(3)

F(4)

F(5) ,

FF(1)|

F(2)I

F(3)I

F(4)|

F(5)\downarrow

,

\cdots

\cdots

Let T_{1}(z)=z , where z and z’ lie on F(i)+F(i):i=1,2 ,
have the same projection.
2-nd connection and T_{2}(z) . Connect

\cdots

such that z and

\acute{z}

p_{(1)}F(1)F(2)X_{F(2)}

on

S_{2,2}

FF(3)F(3)fX_{i(4)}^{p(4)}

,

S_{3,2}

,

S_{4,2}

,

S_{\delta,2}

,

S_{6,2}

fi(5)_{1}F(5)*’.\cdot.\cdot.\cdot

,

\cdots

Let T_{2}(z)=z , where z and d lie on the leaves F(i) and F(i’) with an
arrow and proj z=proj z’r
n -th connection and a transformation T_{n}(z) . Connect leaves with an

arrow
F(2^{n-1}+1)\cdots

\{

p_{(2^{n-1}+1)}\ldots

crosswise on
S_{n,n}

,

S_{n+1,n}

,

S_{n+2,n}

,

S_{n+3,n}

, S_{n+4.n} ,

\cdots

Let T_{n}(z) be the transformation corresponding to this connection. Perform
such connection for n=1,2,3 , . Then we have a Riemann surface R .
\cdots

On Iversen’s property and the Existence oJ bounded analytic
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functions

be a circle
in F(1) . Circles on \{|z|=\rho_{n}\} separate R into
components. Let
be one of them containing
consists of
. Then
leaves over
. Such
is an exhaustion of R .
Let U(z) be an HB in R such that |U(z)|\leqq M. Put V(z)=U(z)U(T(z)) . Then V(z) is an HB and =0 on end points of
: n=1,2 , .
|V(z)|\leqq
2M
Now
. The part of R over
consists of connecting
rings with contraction , whence |V(z)|<2M\lambda on the circles over |z|=
Next |V(z)|<2M\lambda^{2} on the circles over {
and
so on. We have
in the part of R over
also in .
i
n
Now is arbitrary. Let
. Then V(z)=0 , . e . U(z)=U(T_{1}(z)) . Similarly we have U(z)=U(T_{n}(z)) : n=1,2 ,
. e . U(z)=U (proj z) and
is harmonic in
. We call such a property the Toki’s property.
This property induces R\in O_{HD} . We deform R as follows.

Let

R_{0}

\{|z|<\frac{1}{3}\}

R_{n}

2^{n}

R_{n}

R_{0}

\{|z|<\rho_{n}’\}

\{R_{n}\}

S_{n,1}

\cdots

\{\rho_{n,1}<|z|<\rho_{n,1}’\}

\lambda

\sqrt{\rho_{n,1}\rho_{n,1}’}1

|z|=\sqrt{\rho_{n-1,1}\rho_{n-1,1}’}

|V(z)|\leqq 2M\lambda^{n}

R_{0}

\{|z|<\rho_{1}\}

narrow\infty

\cdots i

U(z^{\rho})

\{|z^{\rho}|<1\}

EXAMPLE 5. Let be a slit in F(i) such that
, Im z=0\} .
Let
be a whole z -plane with the slit . Connect F(i) with
crossFF(i)=
R
wise on : i=1,2 , . Then we have a Riemann surface . Put
. Then
\hat{S}_{i}

\hat{S}_{i}=\{|{\rm Re} z|\leqq\frac{1}{4}

\hat{\hat{F}}(i)

\hat{\hat{F}}(i)

\hat{S}_{i}

\hat{S}_{i}

\cdots

\hat{S}_{i}+\hat{\hat{F}}(i)

R- \sum_{i}P(i)=R’=R-\sum S_{i}\subset R\tau

Let

R_{0}=R_{0}

R and

and

R_{n}=R_{n}+^{2} \sum_{i=1}^{n-1}F(i)

:

n\geqq 1

. Then

is an exhaustion of

\{R_{n}\}

. Suppose N-Martin’s topologies N and
are defined over
R+\Delta and
by use of N-Green functions in R-R_{0} and R-R_{0} respectively. It is sufficient to show the following 12 facts to prove the Theorem 3.
[1]
and and are regular with respect to Green functions.
R\in
O_{HD}
[2]
, \Delta=\Delta_{S,2}=one point p and
point q .
[3]
and Z have no singular points with respect to K-Martin’s t0pology.
\partial R_{n}=\partial fl_{n}

\tilde{N}

R+\tilde{\Delta}

\tilde{R}\not\in O_{g}

\tilde{\Delta}

\Delta

\tilde{\Delta}=Z_{S,2}=one

\Delta

PROOF
\{|z|\leqq\frac{1}{3}\}

OF

and

[1]

Let E(z) be an SPH in

= \frac{\log|z|}{-\log 3}

in

\{\frac{1}{3}<|z|<1\}

. Let

Let G(z)=E(z^{p}):z \in R-\sum\hat{\hat{F}}(i) and =1 in
in R and
G(z)= \frac{1og\rho_{n}’}{-1og3}

\{|z|<1\}
z^{p}

be the projection of

\sum\hat{\hat{F}}(i)

on

such that E(z)=1 in

\partial R_{n}

. Then

G(z)

z\in R

.

is an SPH

.

Since 1-G(z) is an SBH (subharmonic function) in

\tilde{R}

and =0 on

\partial R_{0}

and
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in R and since
,
and
on
\leqq 1

\partial R_{0}

W(Z, z, R-R_{0})

is the greatest HB in

R_{-}R_{0}

vanishing

\leqq 1

0<1-G(z)\leqq W(Z, z, R-R_{0})l

Hence
Then

\tilde{R}\not\in O_{g}

. Let

G(z, p_{0})

be a Green function of R with pole

\frac{G(z,p_{0})}{\max_{z\in\partial\overline{R}_{0}}G(z,p_{0})}\leqq G(z)

\tilde{\Delta}

is regular.

PROOF
\leqq\frac{1}{4}

with

0F

[2].

, Im w=0\} and
\hat{\hat{F}}

Similarly

Let

\Delta

in

R_{0}

.

and

z \epsilon^{\frac{s}{R}}-nu_{\frac{p}{R}}G(z,p_{0})\leqq\max_{z\in\partial\overline{n}_{0}}G(z, p_{0})(\frac{1og\rho_{n}’}{-1og3})

Hence

p_{0}

.

of R is regular.

C( \frac{1}{3})=\{|w|<\frac{1}{3}\}

,

\mathscr{R}=\{\frac{1}{3}\leqq|w|<\frac{1}{2}\}

,

S=\{|{\rm Re} w|

be the whole plane with sh.t S connect C( \frac{1}{3})-S
crosswise on S. Then we have a simply connected domain . Let
\hat{\hat{F}}

\Omega

On Iversen’s property and the Existence

\tilde{\Omega}=\Omega+\mathscr{R}

. We shall map

\tilde{\Omega}

onto

of bounded

analytic functions

quasiconformally with bounded

\{|z|<\frac{1}{2}\}

maximal dilatations quotient by w=Q(z) so that Q(z)=z on
shall map

onto a cricle

\Omega

\{|z|=\frac{1}{2}\}

by an analytic function.

\{|z|<\frac{1}{3}\}
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. We

At first, we

study general features of the mapping. Map f2 conformally onto \{|\xi|<1\} by
\xi=\alpha(w) .
Then S is mapped onto a closed curve . The domain enclosed
by corresponds to
and contains q(\infty) which is the image of w=\infty of
branching off at q(\infty)
. There exist 4 curves : i=1,2,3,4 and
and reaching at
on \{|\xi|=1\} .
and an arc on \{|\xi|=1\} between
and
encloses a domain D_{i}wh| ich is the image of , a p art of 12,
\gamma

\hat{\hat{F}}

\gamma

\hat{\hat{F}}

\Gamma_{1}=\Gamma_{b}

\Gamma_{i}

\Gamma_{i}+\Gamma_{i+1}

q_{i}

\Omega_{i}

q_{i+1}

q_{i}

for instance,
< \frac{\pi}{2}\}+the

D_{1}

is the image of the domain: the part of

part of

\{0<\arg z<\frac{\pi}{2}

,

\hat{\hat{F}}

on

\{_{-}\frac{\pi}{2}<\arg w<0\}

0<|z|< \frac{1}{3}\}

\beta(\Gamma_{1})=\{0\leqq{\rm Re} z\leqq\frac{1}{3}

so that

,

C( \frac{1}{3})

0 \leqq{\rm Im} z\leqq\frac{1}{3}\}

is the image of

,

L_{2}= \{\frac{1}{4}\leqq{\rm Re} w\leqq\infty

L_{3}+L_{4}

L_{4}=\{{\rm Re} w=0,0\geqq{\rm Im} w\geqq-\infty\}
\beta(\Gamma_{1})

and

\beta(\Gamma_{2})

of

:

\hat{\hat{F}}

map

q_{2} arrow z=\frac{i}{3}

, Im z=0\} is the image of

Im w=0\} of

with respect to

q_{1} arrow z=\frac{1}{3}

. We

L_{1}+L_{2}

:

, Im w=0\} of

,

C( \frac{1}{3})

D_{1}

on 0<\arg w
\{

by z=

onto

\beta(\xi)

q(\infty)arrow z=0

. Then

L_{1}=\{\frac{1}{4}\leqq{\rm Re} w\leqq\frac{1}{3}

\hat{\hat{F}}

,

\beta(\Gamma_{2})=\{{\rm Re} z=0

L_{3}= \{{\rm Re} w=0,0\leqq{\rm Im} w\leqq\frac{1}{3}\}

of

C( \frac{1}{3})

. We define the mirror image of

,

,
,

\beta(D_{1})

. By the reflexion principle we can map f2

such that f^{-1}(w) is symmetric with
respect to the real axis and the imaginary axis and w=\infty of
and

onto

\{|z|<\frac{1}{3}\}

by

z=\beta(\alpha(w))=f^{-1}(w)

\hat{\hat{F}}arrow z=0

w= \frac{1}{3}

on

\partial C(\frac{1}{3})arrow z=\frac{1}{3}

. Since

\partial\Omega

is a circle, we can consider the mirror

image
of 12 with respect to
is a covering surface
. Then
of 3-sheets over the w -sphere. Hence w=f(z) is a rational function of order
3 in
. The correspondence w=\inftyarrow z=0 implies z=\inftyarrow w=0 .
f(z) has two zero points except z=\infty . Since f2 is symmetric with respect
to both the real axis and the imaginary axis, zero points of f(z) must be
\check{\Omega}

\Omega+\partial\Omega+\check{\Omega}

\partial\Omega

\{|z|\leqq\infty\}

along the real axis, to
or
: 1>a>0 . If z goes from
z=0 , w goes also along the real axis. When w touches a branch point
z= \frac{\pm ai}{3}

( onw=\pm\frac{1}{4})

(

\alpha_{i}

z= \frac{1}{3}

\frac{\pm a}{3}

, the image

S^{z}

in

\{|z|<\frac{1}{3}\}

of S in 12 branches off at

is the image of the branch point) and

S^{z}

is a closed curve.

\alpha_{i}

: i=1,2

The zero
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point of f(z) must lie on

and hence
pole.

z= \frac{\pm ai}{3}\backslash

S^{z}

. Hence

are zero points.

only at

z=\alpha_{i}

such that
on

\frac{1}{\delta},

and f(z) is analytic on
>|f’(z)|>\delta’

\{|z|=\frac{1}{3}\}

. Let

on

\Omega

0<a<1 ,

\{|z|=\frac{1}{3}\}

and

,

f( \alpha_{i})=\pm\frac{1}{4}

\frac{\partial|f|}{\partial\theta}=0

and

U(z)+iV(z)=\log f(z)
U(\zeta)+iV(\zeta)

U< \log\frac{1}{3}

\{0\leqq V<2\pi\}

a const.

\delta>0

and

. It is sufficient

\{0\leqq\eta<2\pi\}

. Now f’(z)=0

. There exists a const.
,

\zeta=\xi+i\eta=\log z

ReZ=/og \frac{2}{3}

f’(z)\neq 0

U_{\eta}=V_{\xi}=0

on

C( \frac{1}{3})

\{|z|=\frac{1}{3}\}

on

is mapped

, there exists

\{\xi=\log\frac{1}{3}\}1

U=/og \frac{/}{s}

Pe 3=/og\frac{\prime}{2}

Fig. 3.

. Then

to consider the correspondence be-

. Since

and

,

also) is an analytic function of

such that

\frac{1}{\delta}>|V_{\eta}|=|U_{\xi}|>\delta

\delta’>0

| \frac{\partial\arg f(z)}{\partial\theta}-|=|f’(z)|

is mapped as a covering surface over U, V-plane but

over only on
tween

:

f’(\alpha_{i})=0

\{|z|=\frac{1}{3}\}

U(z)+iV(z) (we denote simply by

.

cannot be zero points

Hence f(z) must be

where a is determined by equations

\zeta

z= \frac{-a}{3}

The mirror image of zero point is a

f(z)= \frac{9z^{2}+a^{2}}{9z(9a^{2}z^{2}+1)}

z=re^{i\theta}

or

z= \frac{a}{3}

U=/og \frac{1}{2}

We shall define a mapping for 10g
V( \zeta)=\frac{1}{2}(V

(

\log\frac{1}{3}

,

\eta)-\eta)

where

Then

,

. We shall show

\log\frac{1}{2}

,

In fact,

0\leqq\eta\leqq 2\pi\}

for

V_{\eta}

\xi=\log\frac{1}{3}

\zeta^{*}=\sigma(\zeta)+iV(\zeta)

and conformal on

V_{\eta}=( \sin^{2}\frac{t}{2})(

,

0\leqq\eta\leqq 2\pi

. Let

\sigma(\zeta)=\xi

,

(1- cos t) +\eta ,

V(\zeta)=V(\zeta)

\log\frac{1}{2}

>\delta

\frac{1}{3}\leqq\xi\leqq\log\frac{1}{2}

.

t= \pi(\xi-\log\frac{1}{2})/\log\frac{2}{3}

\sigma(\zeta)=\xi=U(\zeta)
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(

\xi=\log\frac{1}{3}

,

.

\sigma(\zeta)=\xi

,

is a quasiconformal in

\{\xi=\log\frac{1}{2}\}

for

V(\zeta)=\eta

\xi=

\{\log\frac{1}{3}\leqq\epsilon<

.

\eta)-1)+1\geqq\min(\delta’, 1)

, where

\delta’=\min V_{\eta}(\eta)
\xi=_{p}^{1}

.

Hence by
\log\frac{1}{2}

,

\sigma(\xi)=\xi

0\leqq\eta<2\pi\}

V(\zeta+2\pi i)=V(\zeta)

,

\sigma(\zeta)+iV(\zeta)

onto

\{\log\frac{1}{3}\leqq U\leqq\log\frac{1}{2}

\sigma_{\xi}=1

0\leqq V\leqq 2\pi\}

and

\sigma(\zeta+2\pi i)=U(\zeta)

,

V_{\xi}= \frac{1}{2}(V(\zeta)-\eta)\xi=1og\xi

,

(sin t)
\cross\frac{\pi}{\log\frac{2}{3}}

O_{\eta}=0

(

,

\{\log\frac{1}{3}\leqq\xi\leqq

.

Now

|V_{\xi}|< \frac{1}{2}

is a univalent mapping from

,

1+ \frac{1}{\delta}

)

,
,

\frac{\pi}{\log\frac{2}{3}}

latationsquotient D of

V_{\eta}= \frac{1}{2}(V_{\eta}(\zeta)-1)

(

1-\zeta=1og_{B}^{1}

|V_{\eta}| \geqq\min(\delta^{\prime },1)>0

\sigma(\zeta)+iV(\zeta)

for

cos t) +1

\log\frac{1}{3}<\xi<\log\frac{1}{2}

. The

is given by
(7)

D+ \frac{1}{D}=1+\frac{(V_{\zeta}^{2}+1)}{V_{\eta}^{2}}\leqq K<\infty

Hence D is bound.

di .

We see U+iV is conformal on

\{\xi=\log\frac{1}{2}\}

. In

, an infinitesimal semicircle
a neighbourhood on the right side of
of plane is mapped onto an infinitesimal semiellipse and its dilatationsquoti\{\xi=\log\frac{1}{3}\}

\zeta

ent is also bounded.

is conformal. Put

In a neighbourhood of left side of

U^{*}=U, V^{*}=V

for

\{\xi\leqq\log\frac{1}{3}\}

and

\{\xi=\log\frac{1}{2}\}

, U+iV

U^{*}=U, V^{*}=V

for
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\{\log\frac{1}{3}\leqq\xi\leqq\log\frac{1}{2}\}

Then

.

U^{*}+iV^{*}

is a quasiconformal mapping with

bounded maximal dilatationsquotient satisfying (7). Put
Then Q(z)=f(z) for

and Q(z)=z on

\{|z|\leqq\frac{1}{3}\}

Q(z)=\exp(U^{*}+iV^{*})

\{|z|=\frac{1}{2}\}

.

and Q(z) is a qua-

siconformal mapping with bounded maximal dilatationsquotient. Also there
exists a const, such that
\alpha

for

0< \alpha<\varliminf_{|dz1arrow 0}\frac{|dQ(z)|}{|dz|}\leqq\varlimsup\frac{|dQ(z)|}{|dz|}<\frac{1}{\alpha}

|z| \geqq\frac{1}{3}

This implies that any Dirichlet function A(z) is transformed to a Dirichlet
funct\overline{l}on

Let

by Q(z) .
D_{i}

be a disk in

\hat{F}(i)

on

of R and

\{|z|\leqq\frac{1}{2}\}

\tilde{\Omega}_{i}

be a domain in R

fi(i) over
. Then
is mapped by Q(z)
such that
and q(z)=Q(z)
. Let g(z)=z for
onto
such th at Q(z)=z on
. Then q(z) is a quasiconformal mapping from R onto . Since the
in
class O_{HD} is invariant under a quasiconformal mapping with bounded maximal
dilatations quotient, R\in O_{HD} .
consists of only one point q .
By (1) and by Lemma 4,
\{|z|\leqq\frac{1}{2}\})+\hat{\hat{F}}(i)+\hat{S}_{i}

\tilde{\Omega}_{i}=\{

\tilde{\Omega}_{i}

D_{i}

z \in R-\sum D_{\overline{l}}

\partial D_{i}

\tilde{R}

D_{i}

\tilde{\Delta}

is a covering surface over \{|z|<1\} ,
PROOF OF [3] Since
. Suppose K-Martin’s topology is defined over R’ and its boundary.
. This is a contraIf there exists X-singular point p , R’\ni pK and R’\in O_{AB}^{6)}
. Hence there exists no singular point, i . e . there exists no positive
bounded minimal function in R’ . Assume has a positive bounded minimal
and R’=G_{2} in Lemma 2. 5. Then I[U] is positive
function U. Put
bounded minimal function in R’- This is a contradiction. Hence there
exists no bounded minimal function in .
R’=R- \sum\hat{S}_{\overline{l}}

R\not\in O_{AB}

d_{\overline{1}}ction

\tilde{R}

\tilde{R}=R

\tilde{R}

Properties of fine neighbourhoods in
[4] Let U(z) be the
plays the most important role.

funct\overline{l}on

Let
set in

i_{1}<i_{2}<

,

\cdots,

<i_{m}

\tilde{\bm{R}}

and

\bm{R}

of Lemma 6. 8.

be integers.

Suppose

G\ni q\tilde{N}

.
In the following U(z)

. Let A be a

compact

J= \sum_{j}^{m}(F(i_{j})+\hat{F}(i_{f})-\{S_{m}\}_{j}+\hat{\hat{F}}(i_{j})+\hat{S}_{\overline{l}})j

where

\{S_{m}\}_{j}

is Toki’s slits in

F(i_{j})+F(i_{j})

.

F=CG\cap,l

is compact in J.

On Iversen’s property and the Existence

such that
There exists a number
function U(z) in such that U(z)=0 on

\tilde{R}_{n_{0}}\supset F

n_{0}

\tilde{R}
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analytic functions

of bounded

Hence there exists a Dirichlet
, U(z)arrow 1 as zarrow q and

.

cG\cap\tilde{R}_{n_{0}}\supset F

D_{\check{R}}(U(z))<L(G)<\infty

: dist (z, q)< \frac{1}{n}\} .

Then since
and there exists a number l(n) such that
, if
on F(i)+\{S_{m}\}_{i}+\hat{F}(i) , (for any i)
of

Let

v_{n}(q)=\{z\in\tilde{R}

v_{n}(q)\supset(\tilde{R}-\tilde{R}_{l(n)})

\tilde{R}_{n}

is compact

\tilde{\Delta}=q,\tilde{R}-v_{n}(q)

. By definition

|z^{p}|>\rho_{l(n)}

z\in\tilde{R}-\tilde{R}_{l(n)}

on F(i)+S_{m_{i}}+F(i) .
Hence U(z)arrow 1 as
Consider U(z) on
or \Omega(i_{j})=F(i)) . Then U(z)=0 on F and
F(i_{j})+F(i_{j})+S_{m} .
Hence by the extremality of
,
or
|z^{p}|arrow 1

(or

\Omega(i_{j})\approx=F(i_{j})-\{S_{m}\}_{j}+F(i_{j})+\hat{\hat{F}}(i_{j})

\tilde{\Omega}(i_{j})=F\langle i_{j}

U(z)arrow 1

-\{S_{m}\}_{j}

\omega(F, z, \Omega^{\approx}(i_{j}))

as

(or

) +F(i_{j})

|z^{p}|arrow 1

on

\omega(F, z,\tilde{\Omega}(i))

\omega(F, z, \Omega(i)))

D_{\delta(i)}(U(z))\geqq D(\omega(F,

z,

\Omega(i_{j}))\approx)

or

D_{\tilde{Q}(i)}(U(z))\geqq D(\omega(F,

z,\tilde{\Omega}(i_{j})))

or

D_{\tilde{g}(i)}(U(z))\geqq D(\omega(F,

z,

\Omega(i_{j})))

For R and p=\Delta , we have the same fact.
lies on the same
be the point in R such that
Let z\in R and let
the symmetric
, Im z=- Im . We call
leaf of R as z and Re
point of z relative to the real axis. Let A be a set in R , we denote by
the symmetric image of A relative to the
and call
the set
real axis. For we define symmetric points and symmetric image similarly.
. Then there exists
such that
[5] Let G be a domain in
, where
a subdomain G in R such that (G\cap R’)\subset(G\cap R’) and
R’=R- \sum\hat{S}_{i} and p=\Delta .
[6] Let
. Then T_{i}(G)\ni pN : i=1,2 , , where T_{i}(z) is a
transformation of Toki’s example.
\check{z}

\check{z}

z={\rm Re}\check{z}

\check{z}

\check{z}

\check{A}

\check{A}

\{z:\check{z}\in A\}
\tilde{R}

G\ni q\tilde{N}

\tilde{R}

G=\check{G}^{N}\ni p

R\supset G^{N}\ni p

[7]

\cdots

Let G be a domain in R such that

on F(i) and

G^{N}\ni p

. Let

on

C( \frac{1}{2})=\{|z|<\frac{1}{2}\}

on F(i) ,

\Gamma=\{|z|=\frac{3}{8}\}

any

, there exists at most m(G) number of F(i) , such that

\epsilon>0

\max_{z\in\Gamma}W

(

F_{2}=\{CG\cap F(i)

F_{2}

, z,

C( \frac{1}{2}))>\epsilon

.

|z| \leqq\frac{5}{16}\}

. Then for
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axis,

\check{G}\ni q\tilde{N}

OF

.

[5]

Let

By Lemma 6. 1 we have

: i=1,2 ,
components i . e. ,

Let

. Since

G\ni q=Z\tilde{N}

G_{i}

\cdots

and Z are symmetric to the real

\tilde{R}

(Gn\check{G})\ni q\tilde{N}

be components of

.

(Gn\check{G})

. Then

\{\check{G}_{i}\}

are also its

\{G_{1}, G_{2}, G_{3}, \cdots\}=\{\check{G}_{1},\check{G}_{2},\check{G}_{3}, \cdots\}

\tilde{N}

one component
. Similarly there
exists a number such that
implies
. Now since
,
. We can choose a subdomain G’ in
such that G’=
.
be a slit in F(i) of R . Then
turns to be a closed curve
R
consisting of. two arcs
and
in , i . two sides of
correspond to
G’nS_{i}^{U}(G’nS_{i}^{L})
and . Now
, j=1,2 ,
consists of arcs
.
By the symmetry of G’
By Lemma 6. 2 there exists

on_{\tilde{N}}1y

G_{i_{0}}\tilde{N}\ni q

\check{G}_{i_{0}}-\supset q\tilde{N}

\hat{G}_{f_{0}}\ni q

j_{0}

\check{G}_{i_{0}}\exists q

andG_{i_{0}}=\check{G}_{t_{0}}\tilde{N}\ni q\tilde{N}

\check{G}’\ni q

G_{i_{0}}

L^{\tau}et\hat{S}_{i}

\hat{S}_{i}

S_{i}^{U}

\hat{S}_{i}^{U}

i_{0}=j_{0}

S_{i}^{L}

S_{i}

e_{-}

S_{i}^{L}

\cdots j(i)\leqq\infty

t_{i,j}^{U}(t_{i,j}^{L})

proj. t_{i,f}^{U}=proj .

t_{i,f}^{L}

.

The relative boundary of G’ \cap R’(R’=R-\sum S_{i}) consists of
and
\sum(G’nS_{i}^{U}+G’nS_{i}^{L}) in R
. Identify
with
for i=1,2 , \cdots j=1,2 , \cdots,j(i) .
i
If we call
a cut end of G’ , the identification of
with
is a
pasting up the cut end. By these pasting G’\cap R’ becomes an open set G’
in R consisting of some components, , , . Then
consists of only
subset of
and does not contain any subset of
. We call such G’
G’\subset
R
an open set obtained by pasting from
. We shall show G’ is a fine
neighbourhood of p in R . Now G’\ni q. By Lemma 6. 3. there exists another
open set (sum of subdomains) G’(\subset G’) such that G’=\check{G}’ and
\partial G’\cap R’

t_{i,j}^{U}

t_{i,f}^{L}

t_{i,f}^{U}+t_{i,f}^{L}

t_{i,j}^{U}

G_{1}

G_{2}

\cdots

\partial G’\cap R’

t_{t,j}^{L}

\partial G_{i}

\sum S_{i}

\tilde{N}

D(\omega(G^{n}, z, G’))<\infty

(in fact, such

G’=V_{1-}.\cap CV_{M_{0}}^{C}

V_{M_{0}}^{C}=\{z\in G’ : \omega_{G}\delta’(q, z)>M_{0}\}

G’=\check{G}’)

and

, where

with

W(G’\cap q, z, G’)>01
V_{1-*}=\{z\in R-R_{0}, \omega(q, z)>1-\epsilon\}

\omega(q, V_{M_{0}}^{C}, z)=0

(see Lemma

and

6. 8), whence

.

Let W(ZnG’, z, G’) be H. M. of G’nZ relative to G_{j}’i . e . W(G’\cap\Delta ,
z, G’)=W(G’nZ, z, G_{i}’) in every component
of G’ . Let G(z) be the
SPH in the proof of 1) and put U(z)=W(G’\cap q, z, G’)-G(z) . Then U(z)
is an SBH in
(but U(z) is not necessarily SBH in
) and
U(z)\leqq 0 on
. Further U(z)\leqq 1 on
by
. Hence
G_{i}’

G’ \supset(G_{i}-\sum S_{i})

\partial(G_{i}’-\sum S_{i})

G_{i}

G’\cap G_{\dot{\iota}}’

\partial G_{i}’\subset\partial G’

W(G’ nZ, z, G’)-G(z)\leqq W(G’nZ, z, G-\sum\hat{S}_{i})\leqq W(G’n\Delta, z, G’)

On Iversen’s property and the Existence

(If

G_{i}’
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analytic functions

of bounded

is compact, evidently W( G’nZ, z, G_{i}’)=0). Now sup W(G’nZ, z, G’)
W(GnZ, z, G)\nearrow 1 as
On the other hand
by P. H. .
,
. Hence there exists at least a point and a number
as
z\in\overline{R}n\cap\tilde{G}^{l}

2^{3)}

narrow\infty

\sup_{z\epsilon\partial Rn}

= \sup_{z\in\partial\tilde{R}n^{\cap\overline{G}}},

narrow\infty

G(z)\downarrow 0

such that

n_{0}

z_{0}

z_{0}\in\partial R_{n_{0}}\cap G

and

non compact component

W(G’ \cap\Delta, z_{0}, G’)\geqq\frac{1}{2}

G_{i_{0}}

of

G’

and there

at least a

\dot{e}xist

such that

W(G’n\Delta, z, G_{i_{0}})>0

.

. Then
in G’-G’ , =1 on G’ . Consider V(z) in
(where
is a open set, sum of sub, =1 on
V(z)=0 on
domains obtained by pasting from G’ ), and is harmonic in G_{i_{0}}-G^{*}- \sum S_{i} .
By the symmetry of G’ and G’,\cdot V(z) is symmetric, i . e . V(z) has the same
and facing each
values on t and t’ , where t and t’ lie on two sides of
and
other. Hence V(z) is continuous and Dirichlet function in
Put

V(z)=\omega(G’, z, G’)

G_{i_{0}}

G_{i_{0}}\cap G^{*}

\partial G_{i_{0}}

G^{*}

S_{i}

(

G_{i_{0}}

D_{G_{i_{0}}}(V(z))\leqq D_{\tilde{G}’}(V(z))<\infty

Evidently

\omega(G^{*}\cap\Delta, z, G_{i_{0}})\geqq W(G^{*}\cap\Delta, z, G_{i_{0}})=W(G’\cap\Delta,

z,

G_{i}J>0

.

By

\Delta=p

N

If there exists another component ,
N
satisfying W(G’\cap\Delta, z, G_{j})>0 , we have as before G_{f}\ni p . This contradicts
is uniquely determined. Now G’ is symmetric,
Lemma 6. 2. Hence such
are also component of
i . e.\check{G}’=G’ , because
are component of G’ ,
is symG’ . Hence similarly as the top of this proof it is proved such
is the subdomain required. We call this domain
metric. Thus such
a fine neighbourhood of p obtained from G’ .
and by Lemma 6. 4 we have

G_{j}

G_{i_{0}}\ni p-

G_{i_{0}}

\{\check{G}_{i}\}

\{G_{i}\}

G_{i_{0}}

G_{i_{0}}

Let T(z) be a transformation in Toki’s example.
N’ be N-topology induced by N-Green function in R-T(R_{0}) . Let
PROOF

OF

[6]

Let

G^{N}\ni p=\Delta

of R . Then
(8)

\omega_{CG}(\Delta, z, R-R_{0})<\omega(\Delta, z, R-R_{0})

By T(z) , T(R)=R , R_{0}arrow T(R_{0}) , Garrow T(G) . Let \eta=T(z) . Since z=T^{-1}(\eta) is a
conformal mapping, \omega(\Delta, z, R-R_{0}) is harmonic with respect to in R-T(R_{0}) .
Put U(\eta)=\omega(\Delta, z, R-R_{0}) . Then U(\eta) is positive in R-T(R_{0}) , =0 on
and U(\eta) is HD function,
and sup U(\eta)=1 .
\eta

\partial T(R_{0})

S_{\overline{1}}nceR\in O_{HD}

U(\eta)=W(\Delta,\eta, R-T(R_{0}))=\omega(\Delta

, , R-T(R_{0}))
\eta

.

Hence
\omega

(

\Delta

, T(z) ,

R-T(R_{0}))=\omega(\Delta, z, R-R_{0})

,

z\in R-R_{0}

.

(9)
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. Then V(\eta)=\omega_{CG}(\Delta, z, R-R_{0})=\omega(\Delta, z, R-R_{0})=
on R-T(R_{0}) . The fact that
has M. D. I.
has M. D. I. over T(G) . Hence

V(\eta)=\omega_{CG}(\Delta, z, R-R_{0})

\omega(\Delta, \eta, R-T(R_{0}))

over G implies

\omega_{CG}(\Delta, z, R-R_{0})

V(\eta)

\omega_{CG}(\Delta, z, R-R_{0})=\omega_{CT(G)}(\Delta,

\eta

, R-T(R_{0})) ,

(10)

\eta\in T(G)

Hence by (8), (9), (10)
\omega_{CT(G)}

. e.

(

\Delta

, ,
\eta

R-T(R_{0}))=\omega_{CG}(\Delta, z, R-R_{0})<\omega(\Delta,

with respect to R-T(R_{0}) . Since
by Lemma 5,
implies T(G)\ni\Delta=pN, i . e .
i

T(G)\ni\Delta N’

R_{0}

\eta

,

and

R-T(R_{0}))l

T(R_{0})

are compact,

T(G)\ni\Delta N’

\omega_{CT(G)}(\Delta, z, R-R_{0})<\omega(\Delta, z, R-R_{0})

PROOF

[7]

OF

Let

F(i_{j}):j=1,2 ,

\max_{z\epsilon r}W

Since W

(

F_{2}

, z,

(

F_{2}

\cdots

, z,

, m be a leaf satisfying the condition

C( \frac{1}{2}))>\epsilon

) is harmonic in

C( \frac{1}{2})

.

.

\{\frac{5}{16}<|z|<\frac{1}{2}\}

, there

ex\overline{l}sts

a const.

K’ such that
m\overline{1}nz\in\Gamma

W

(

F_{2}

, z,

,

C( \frac{1}{2}))>\frac{\epsilon}{K}
1

By Lemma 8. 2.

D_{F(i)}( \omega(F_{2}, z, \Omega))\geqq\frac{2\pi(\frac{\epsilon}{K’})^{2}}{1og\frac{8}{3}}=\delta_{0}>0

Let

F_{2,i_{f}-}

be

a number

F_{2}

n_{0}

on

F(i_{j})

such that

. Then

\sum_{j}^{m}F_{2,i_{j}}

R_{n_{0}} \supset\sum_{j}^{m}F_{2,i_{j}}

.

is compact in R and there exists
By (4) for R and p , there exists

a Dirichlet function U(z) in R in Lemma 8 such that U(z)=0 on
,
U(z)arrow 1 as |z|arrow 1 on
and D_{R}(U(z))<L(G)<\infty . Now clearly
\sum F_{2,i_{f}}m

\sum_{j}^{m}F(i_{j})

D_{F(i_{j})}(\omega(F_{2}, z, \Omega))=D_{F(i_{j})}(1-\omega(F_{2}, z, \Omega))\leqq D_{F(i_{j})}(U(z))

Family of parameter

Let

\tilde{\Omega}(\frac{3}{8})

curves in domains in

be the part of

fi(i)+\hat{S}_{i}+\hat{\hat{F}}(i)

over

. Hence

\bm{R}

or

\tilde{\bm{R},}

m \leqq\frac{L(G)}{\delta_{0}}-

.

\{|z|<\frac{3}{8}\}

.

Then

\tilde{\Omega}(\frac{3}{8})

of bounded

On Iversen’s property and the Existence

is doubly connected. Let U(z) be an HB in
\{|z|=\frac{3}{8}\}

on

in

with

\tilde{\Omega}(\frac{3}{8})

real axis.
to
\overline{1}S

\hat{F}(i)

U(z)=-1 on

,

continuous in
S_{i}

. Let

,

\{|z|=\frac{3}{8}\}

in

\hat{F}(i)

Let
\frac{\rho’}{2z}

A(\theta)

on

. Let

and

\xi=q_{1}(z)=z

:

\xi- plane-

r \leqq\frac{3}{8}e^{-\alpha}

and proj

A^{1}(\theta)

on

0< \rho’<\frac{3}{8}e^{-2\alpha}

U(z\acute{)}=U(\check{z}’)

\hat{S}_{i}

\hat{S}_{i}

be the conjugate of

V(z)

\xi=q(z)

maps

\tilde{\Omega}(\frac{3}{8})

osing suitable function

Let

of a segment

A^{1}(\theta)

respectively.

and
Then

is symmetric to proj

\{|z|\geqq\frac{1}{2}\}

on

\tilde{\Omega}(\frac{3}{8})

on fi(i) (

\{\infty\geqq|z|\geqq\frac{1}{2}\}

\alpha(z)

in

F\wedge(i)

on

,

\{\frac{3}{8}\leqq|z|\leqq\frac{1}{2}\}

. Put

\{\frac{3}{8}e^{-2\alpha}<|\xi|<\frac{3}{8}\}

\{\frac{3}{8}e^{-2\alpha}\leqq r\leqq\frac{3}{8}

A^{2}(\theta)

q(z)= \frac{3}{8}

z= \frac{3}{8}arrow\xi=\frac{3}{8}

,

. We

\phi=\theta\}:\xi=

be the parts of

and

A(\theta)

for

A^{2}(\theta)

lies

A^{1}(\theta)

lies in

A^{2}(\theta)

relative to the real axis.

has Toki’s slits

\hat{\hat{F}}(i)

Fig. 4.

\sigma(z)

onto a ring

F( \overline{\iota})arrow\{|\xi|=\frac{3}{8}\},\hat{S}_{i}arrow\{|\xi|=\frac{3}{8}e^{-\alpha}\}

the image in

on a radius in

r \geqq\frac{3}{8}e^{-\alpha}

be point

z’

. By the symmetry,
we have U(z)=0 on . Let U(z)=\alpha U(z) :
on

U(\check{z})=U(z\acute{)}

(exp (U(z)+i1^{7}(z)-\alpha) . Then

re^{i\theta}

. Let z and

\check{z}

U(z)=-U(z\acute{)}

\alpha=2\pi/\int_{\partial\rho(_{H}^{3})on\hat{F}(i)}\frac{\partial U}{\partial n}ds

denote by

\hat{\hat{F}}(i)

such that U(z)=1 on

\{|z^{p}|=\frac{3}{8}\}

\tilde{\Omega}(\frac{3}{8})

. Hence by

so that

\tilde{\Omega}(\frac{3}{8})

be the symmetric point of z relative to the
Let V(z)=U(z)+U(z’) . Then V(z) is harmonic with respect
, whence U(z)=-U(d) . Since U(z)
and =0 on
z^{p}=z^{\prime_{p}}

z^{p} \overline{1}n\{|z^{p}|<\frac{3}{8}\}

on

on

\{|z|=\frac{3}{8}\}
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\hat{F}(i)

\{s_{m}\}

Let

).

. Then as proof of
on

F(i)

and

\beta(z)

q_{2}(z)=

2) by ch0-

on

\{\frac{3}{8}e^{-2\alpha}\leqq
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|z| \leqq\frac{1}{2}\}

on

\hat{\hat{F}}(i)

respectively we can map

fi(i)+\hat{S}_{i}+\hat{\hat{F}}(i)=\tilde{\Omega}

with bounded maximal dilatationsquotient

that

on

Q(z)=q_{1}(z)

and

2)

.

\hat{F}(i)+\hat{S}_{i}+\{\{|z|\leqq\frac{1}{2}\}

Since Q(z)=q(z) on

\hat{F}(i)+\hat{\hat{F}}(i)

arrow to

-

exists a const.

\tilde{\Omega}(\frac{3}{8})

such

\{|\xi|<1\}

and

Q(z)=q_{2}(z)

. Then the mapping has following properties.

unit circle with radial Toki’s slits

\tilde{\Omega}arrow a

s_{m}^{\xi}=s_{m}

\hat{\hat{F}}(i)

<K by \xi=Q(z) onto

on F(i) , Q(z)=q(z) on

\{|z|\geqq\frac{1}{2}\}

on

\{ \frac{1}{2}\leqq|z|\leqq\infty\}

1)

on

on

quasiconformally

on

,

E_{\xi}

is the image of

s_{m}^{\xi}

\hat{\hat{F}}(i)\}arrow\{\rho’<|\xi|<1\}

\{|z|=\frac{3}{8}\}

a measurable set

\{s_{m}^{\xi}\}

:

0< \rho’<\rho_{0}=\frac{3}{8}e^{-2\alpha}

, any measurable set E on

on

\{|\xi|=\frac{3}{8}\}

or

s_{m}

\{|\xi|=\rho_{0}\}

.

\{|z|=\frac{3}{8}\}

and there

such that

\alpha>0

\frac{1}{\alpha}

mes

E\leqq mesE_{\xi}\leqq\alpha

mes E .

be the image on
of
Let
. We call
and
a family of parameter curves. Then
does not touch
for almost . Let U(z) be a Dirichlet function. Then U(Q^{-1}(\xi))=U(\xi)
also a Dirichlet function and U(\xi) is absolutely continuous on
:
0\leqq r\leqq 1 for almost
.
).
also in F(i) (or
We shall use
is mapped onto
3)

\tilde{\Omega}

L(\theta)

\{\xi=re^{i\theta}, 0\leqq r\leqq 1\}

L(\theta)\supset A(\theta)

\{L(\theta)\}

L(\theta)

\theta

s_{m}

\overline{1}S

\xi=re^{i\theta}

\theta

L(\theta)

\{\frac{3}{8}e^{-\alpha}\leqq|\xi|\leqq 1\}-\{s_{m}\}

let

A^{s}(\theta)

be part of

is symmetric to
put

\hat{F}(i)

. Let
in

L^{s}(\theta)

A^{s}(-\theta)

.

L^{t}(\theta)=L^{s}(\theta)+L^{s}(-\theta)

L^{s}(\theta)

\hat{F}(i)-\hat{S}_{\dot{\iota}}

be the image of

\{|z|\leqq\frac{3}{8}\}

\{\xi=re^{i\theta}

\frac{3}{8}e^{-\alpha}<r\leqq 1\}

. Then
.
in
a curve denoted by
.
exactly once.
covers
A^{s}(\theta)=A^{1}(\theta)

A^{s}(\theta)+A^{s}(-\theta)

. Then

:

L^{t}(\theta)

Fig. 5.

F(i)+\hat{S}_{i}

A^{t}(\theta)

\hat{F}(i)+\hat{S}_{i}

and

A^{s}(\theta)

Also
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Let G be a domain in

[8]

and
\hat{\hat{F}}(i)

C’( \frac{1}{4})=\{|z|>\frac{1}{4}\}

on

\{|z|\geqq\frac{5}{16}\}.\wedge

number of leaves

in

Let

\hat{F}(i)

\hat{F}(i)+\hat{S}_{i}+\hat{\hat{F}}(i)

G_{\ni q}^{\tilde{N}}

. Let

and let

\hat{\hat{F}}(i)

Then for any

\{z\in\hat{\hat{\Gamma}}

and
\hat{\Gamma}

G\ni q\tilde{N}

. Let

\hat{\hat{\Gamma}}=\{|z|=\frac{3}{8}\}

\epsilon>0

and

\delta>0

on

\tilde{\Omega}=\hat{F}(i)+\hat{S}_{i}+\hat{\hat{F}}(i)

\hat{\hat{F}}(i)

.

Let

F_{1}=CG\cap

, there exist at most m(G)

such that

mes
[9]

such that

\tilde{R}

: W( , z,
F_{1}

on

F_{2}=CG \cap\{|z|\leqq\frac{5}{16}\}

and

\hat{\hat{\Gamma}}

.

C’( \frac{1}{4}))>\epsilon\}>\delta

be circles on

\tilde{\Omega}

. Let

\{|z|=\frac{3}{8}\}

on

\tilde{\Omega}(\frac{1}{2})=\{|z|<\frac{1}{2}\}

\hat{F}(i)

and

\hat{\hat{F}}(i)

on

respec-

tively.

Then for any
such that
a)

there exist at most m(G) number of F(i) leaves

\epsilon>0

W
b)

(

,

z, \tilde{\Omega}(\frac{1}{2}))>\frac{\epsilon}{4}

W(F_{2},

z, \tilde{\Omega}(\frac{1}{2}))>\frac{\epsilon}{4}

\max_{A,z\epsilon\tau},

F_{2}

,

\max_{z\epsilon r},

[10]

sects

\hat{\hat{\Gamma}}

be a domain in

G’

Let
Let

\tilde{R}

such that
and

E^{(1)}=\{z\in\hat{\hat{\Gamma}}:A(\theta)\cap\hat{\hat{\Gamma}}=z

Then for any
that mes
[11]

\epsilon>0

E^{(1)} \geqq\frac{\epsilon}{4}

Let

be a domain in R such that

A^{t}(\theta)

intersects

\epsilon>0

:

\hat{\Gamma}

OF

A(\theta)

inter-

\hat{\hat{F}}(i)+F(i)+\hat{S}_{i}

such

[8]

there exist at most

\xi=Q(z)

Let E be the set on

\hat{\Gamma}\wedge

maps

G^{(\delta)}\ni pN

. Let

\hat{\Gamma}=\{|z|=\frac{3}{8}\}

Let

A^{t}(\theta)\cap\hat{\Gamma}=z

mes
PROOF

. Then

A(\theta)ncG’\neq 0\}

there exist at most m(G) number of

E^{(2)}=\{z\in\hat{\Gamma}

Then for any

G’=\check{G}’\ni q\tilde{N}

.

G^{(\delta)}

on F(i) . Then

.

and

A^{t}(\theta)\cap CG^{(\delta)}\neq 0\}

m(G^{(\delta)})

number of fi(i) such that

E^{(2)} \geqq\frac{\epsilon}{4}

onto

\tilde{\Omega}

(

such that W

F_{1}

, z,

\{|\xi|<1\}

with Toki’s slits

C’( \frac{1}{4}))>\epsilon

\{s_{rn}\}

.

. Suppose mes E>\delta .
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Then E is mapped onto
ang . mes

E_{\xi}

. Let

on

\{|\xi|=\rho_{0}\}:\rho_{0}=\frac{3}{8}e^{-2\alpha}

be the set of

with mes

E_{\xi}> \frac{\delta}{2\alpha}(whence

does not touch
such that
and touches E. Then ang . mes \Theta=ang . mes . Let V(z) be a Dirichlet
on \{|z|=1\} on F(i)- Put
function such that V(z)>\epsilon on E and
E> \frac{\delta}{\alpha\rho_{0}})

\Theta

L(\theta)

\theta

\{s_{m}\}

E_{\xi}

\lim_{1zIarrow 1}V(z)=0

V(\xi)=V(Q^{-1}(\xi))

.

Then
for almost

\int_{\rho_{0}}^{1}\frac{\partial V}{\partial r}dr\geqq|V(\rho_{0}e^{i\theta})-V(e^{i\theta})|>\epsilon

\theta

in

\Theta:\xi=re^{i^{g}}

D_{\xi}(V( \xi))=\int_{0}^{2\pi}\int_{0}^{1}\{(\frac{\partial V}{\partial r})^{2}+\frac{1}{r^{2}}(\frac{\partial V}{\partial\theta})^{2}\}rdrd\theta

\geqq\rho_{0}\int_{\theta}\int_{\rho_{0}}^{1}(\frac{\partial V}{\partial r})^{2}drd\theta

\geqq\frac{\rho_{0}}{(1-\rho_{0})}\int_{\Theta}(\int_{\rho_{0}}^{1}|\frac{\partial V}{\partial r}|dr)^{2}d\theta

\geqq\frac{\epsilon^{2}\rho_{0}}{(1-\rho_{0})}ang

. mes

E_{\xi} \geqq\frac{\epsilon^{2}\delta}{\alpha(1-\rho_{0})}t

Since Q(z) is a quasiccnformal mapping with maximal dilatationsqoutient
,

\leqq K

D(V(z)) \geqq\frac{\epsilon^{2}\delta}{(1-\rho_{0})K\alpha}

\omega(F_{1}, z,\tilde{\Omega})\geqq W(F_{1},

z,

. Let

C’( \frac{1}{4}))-

\omega(F_{1}, z,\tilde{\Omega})

be C. P. of

D( \omega(F_{1}, z,\tilde{\Omega}))\geqq\frac{\epsilon^{2}\delta}{\alpha(1-\rho_{0})K}

. Let

U(z)

and

D_{\tilde{o}}(U(z_{)})\geqq D(\omega(F_{1}, z,\tilde{\Omega}))

\tilde{\Omega}

. Then

satisfies the condition of

\omega(F_{1}, z,\tilde{\Omega})

whence
Then by [4]

relarive to

F_{1}

V(z) ,

be the function of Lemma 8.

D_{\check{R}}(U(z))\leqq L(G)

Hence we have [8] similarly as [7].
PROOF
\frac{3}{8}e^{-2\alpha}

OF

. Suppose

\{\frac{5}{16}<|z|<\frac{1}{2}\}

, on

\geqq W\{ F_{2}

,

\hat{\Gamma}

z, \tilde{\Omega}(\frac{1}{2}))

Let
V(\xi)

\max_{z\epsilon\hat{r}}W

on

\geqq\frac{\epsilon}{4K}

and

By the mapping

9)

\tilde{\Omega}(\frac{1}{2})

Let

(

F_{2}

,

Q(z), \hat{\Gamma}arrow\{|\xi|=\frac{3}{8}\},\hat{\hat{\Gamma}}arrow\{|\xi|=\rho_{0}\}

z, \tilde{\Omega}(\frac{1}{2}))\geqq\frac{\epsilon}{4}

, W( ,
F_{2}

, there exists a const.

\omega(F_{2}, z,\tilde{\Omega})

C. P. of

F_{1}

z, \tilde{\Omega}(\frac{1}{2}))

K’ such that

relative to

\tilde{\Omega}

:

\rho_{0}=

is an HP in
W(F_{2},

. Then

z, \tilde{\Omega}(\frac{1}{2}))

\omega(F_{2}, z,\tilde{\Omega})

.

and
is absolutely continuous on

V(\xi)=\omega(F_{2}, \xi, \tilde{\Omega})

\Lambda(\theta)=Q(L(\theta))

\Lambda(\theta)

. Then

does not touch
for almost . Since V(\xi)=0 on
\Lambda(\theta)

\theta

\{s_{m}\}

of bounded

On Iversen’s property and the Existence

|\xi|=1

, on

and

\hat{\Gamma}

\geqq\frac{\epsilon}{4K}

,

for

\{|\xi|=\frac{3}{8}\}

a\rangle

,

\{|\xi|=\rho_{0}\}

,

\int_{\Lambda(\theta)}|\frac{\partial V}{\partial r}|dr\geqq\int_{\frac{3}{8}}^{1}|\frac{\partial V}{\partial r}|dr\geqq\frac{\epsilon}{4K}

,

\int_{A(\theta)}|\frac{\partial V}{\partial r}|dr\geqq\int_{\rho_{0}}^{1}|\frac{\partial V}{\partial r}|dr\geqq\frac{\epsilon}{4K}
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for b).

for almost

\theta

for a)

for almost

\theta

for b).

Hence we have [9] similarly as [8],
PROOF

Let

[11]

0F

mapping Q(z) in

F_{3}=CG^{(\delta)} \cap\{|z|\leqq\frac{3}{8}\}

\hat{F}(i)-\hat{S}:\hat{S}=\{|{\rm Re} z|\leqq\frac{1}{4}

on

, Im z=0\} .

with Toki’s slits

(F(i)-\hat{S})arrow\{\rho_{1}<|\xi|<1\}

E^{12)}arrow E_{\xi}

on F(i) . We use also the

with mes

\{|\xi|=\frac{3}{8}\}

\{s\}

:

\rho_{1}=\frac{3}{8}e^{-a}

.

E_{\xi}> \frac{\epsilon}{\alpha}

is symmetric relative to the real axis.)
does
be a curve such that
Let V(z)=\omega(F_{3}, z, \Omega):\Omega=\hat{F}(i)+\hat{S}. Let
and V(z)=0 for
and touching . Then sup V(z)=1 on
not touch
.
|z^{p}|=1 .
lying symmetrically in
and
Now
Since
(

E_{\xi}

L^{t}(\theta)

L^{t}(\theta)

L^{t}(\theta)

F_{3}

\{s_{m}\}

L^{t}(\theta)

-

\Lambda(\theta)

max

\{\rho_{1}\leqq|\xi|<1\}

\Lambda(-\theta)

( \sup_{\xi\in A(\theta)}V(\xi),\sup_{\xi\in\Lambda(-\theta)}V(\xi))=1_{f}

\int_{\rho_{1}}^{1}|\frac{\partial V}{\partial r}|dr+\int_{\rho_{1\Lambda(-\theta)}}^{1}|\frac{\partial V}{\partial r}|dr\geqq 14(\theta)

Hence

D(V( \xi))\geqq\frac{mesE_{\xi}}{(1-\rho_{1})}

[12]

. We have

Let G be a domain in

PROOF. Let
function f(z) in G with

R\supset G\ni q\tilde{N}

\tilde{R}

(11) as usual.

such that

G’

be the symmetric image of G .
and G such that
\delta

G\ni q\tilde{N}

. Then

G\in O_{AB}

and assume that there exists a non
|f(z)|\leqq M

Let

Similarly we have [10].

const,

.

analytic

in G

Then by 5) there exist subdomains

\tilde{R}\supset G\supset(Gn\check{G})\supset G’=\delta’\exists q\tilde{N}

.

R\supset G=\check{G}^{N}\ni p

Z. Kuramochi
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and
(G’\cap R’)\supset(G\cap R’)

:

.

R’=R- \sum\hat{S}_{i}

. i. e.

. By
[5]
implies T(G)\ni pN . Let
be components of (T(G)\cap G) . Then
\{T(G_{i})\} are also components of (G\cap T(G)):T^{2}(G)=G .
Then there exists
. Then T(G_{i})\ni pN, whence
such that
the only one component
Let T(z) be the transformation such that
G^{N}\ni p

F(i)rightarrow F(i)

T(z)=T_{1}(z)

\{G_{i}\}

G_{i}^{N}\ni p

G_{i}

N

(as usual or as the proof of (5) or as Theorem 1) and G_{i}=
is symmetric to ). We denote such uniquely determined component

T(G_{i})=G_{i}\ni p

(

G_{i}

by

G_{i}

G_{i}

G^{(1)}

. Then
G\supset(G\cap T(G))\supset G^{(1)}=T(G^{(1)})=\check{G}^{(1)}\ni pN

Let

\rho

and

\rho’

be numbers such that

If there exists a circle

in F(i)\cap G^{(1)}) , we say F(i) has S-property. Suppose
Then the circular projection of

\Gamma(r_{i})=\{|z|=r_{i}\}(\rho<r_{i}<\rho’)

S-porperty.
and by Lemma 8. 3.

F(i) has not

is

\frac{1}{3}<\rho<\rho’<\frac{7}{16}-

I(\rho, \rho’)

.

D_{F(i)}

CG^{(2)}\cap\{\rho\leqq|z|\leqq\rho’\}

(

CG^{(3)}

, z,

F(i))\geqq\alpha>0

.

Hence by (4) we can prove similarly as [7] there exist at most a finite
number of leaves F(i) without S-property, i . e . F(i) has S-property except
i_{1}

, ,
i_{2}

\cdots

,

i_{m}

:

m<\infty

F(i) and F(i) has

. Let

D_{i}= \{|z|<\frac{7}{16}\}

S-property for

i\neq i_{1}

on

, ,
i_{2}

\cdots

F(\overline{\iota})

,

i_{m}

. Then by

T(G^{(1)})=G^{(1)}

. Let

G^{(2)}=G^{(1)}- \sum’(D(i)+\hat{D}(i)),\hat{D}(i)=T(D(i))

where

\sum’

Since

runs over

\overline{\iota}_{1}

, ,
i_{2}

\sum’(D(i)+D(i))

. Let

\cdots

,

i_{m}

.

.

is compact,

and evidently G^{(2)}=T(G^{(2)}) ,
. Then there exists only one

G^{(2)}\ni pN

be components of
such that
component denoted by
G^{(2)}=\check{G}^{(2)}

both

\{G_{i}\}

G^{(2)}

G^{(3)}

G^{(2)}\supset G^{(3)}=\check{G}^{(\S)}=T(G^{(3)})\ni pN

has the following properties.
Then
Then F(i) has S-property.
Let F(i) be a leaf not in
is a continum and
. Now
in
a circle
. Let
contained in some
whence
G^{(3)}

\sum’

\Gamma_{i}(r_{i})

G^{(2)}\subset F(i)

There exists

\Gamma_{i}(r_{i})\subset G^{(2)}=\sum G_{i}

\Gamma_{i}(r_{i})

G_{j}

\Gamma_{i}(r_{i})\overline{1}S

\Gamma_{f_{1}}(r_{j_{1}})

,

\Gamma_{j_{2}}(r_{j_{2}})\cdots

be circles

\overline{1}nG^{(\S)}

(11)

,
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functions

of (11). Then
is contained in some component
(of
) except
and
. Then since
is connected,
G^{(3)} \cap\sum’(D(\iota^{-})+\hat{D}(i))=0
by definition, where int
is a circle bounded by
. Hence it is sufficient to see only the int of
of (11) to study the
, where
on which
behaviour of
near
is a slit of
is connected and
. Put

Let

\Gamma_{l}(r_{t})

:

t\pm j_{k}

G^{(2)}

,

-

\Gamma_{t}(r_{l})

\cdot\cdot

G^{(3)}

G^{(3)}

G^{(3)}\cap int\Gamma_{l}(r_{t})=0

\Gamma(r)

\Gamma(r)

\Gamma_{j}(r_{j})

G^{(3)}

\sum(\hat{S}_{i}+S_{i})

\hat{\hat{F}}(i)

\hat{F}(i)

\hat{S}_{i}

S_{i}=T(\hat{S}_{i})

G^{(4)}=G^{(3)}- \sum_{i}^{\infty}(S_{i}+\hat{S}_{i})

. Then

G^{(4)}=T(G^{(4)})=\check{G}^{(4)}

In fact,
. T(G^{(4)})=G^{(4)}=\check{G}^{(4)}
of (11). Then
:
and
G^{(4)}\cap int\Gamma=G^{(3)}\cap(int\Gamma-S_{i}) .
Since G^{(4)}=G^{(3)}- \sum’(S_{i}+\hat{S}_{i})(\sum’ runs over
,
of (11) ) . It is sufficient to show the connectedness of
to show the connectedness of
. Let G=G^{(4)}\cap int\Gamma and let , ,
be components of G. G contains a neighbourhood of
be the
Let
(clearly
component containing points near
contains a neighbourhood of
. Suppose there exists another component G’ of G , G’\neq G_{1} . Then there
connecting a point p on
and a point q in G’ .
exists a curve l in
be the point on
Let
for the last time while z
at which l intersects
is going from p to g . Let l(p, p’) the part of l between p and p’ and C
be an arc on
between p and p’ . Replace l(p, p’) by C. Then we can
find a new curve connecting p and q in
without going outside of
Hence we have to only study in the interior of
Now
is symmetric
by the symmetry of
. Let
. Let q be an arbitrary point in G .
connecting p and q .
Then there exists a curve l(p, q) in
,
Case 1. l(p, q)\cap S=0 ( S is the slit in int ). Since
l(p, q)\subset G_{1} and q\in G_{1} .
Case 2. l(p, q)\subset G^{(3)} and
. We can deform l(p, q) to
l’(p, q) slightly so that l’(p, q)\subset G^{(3)} and l’(p, q) may intersects S at most
a finite number of times. We suppose without loss of generality l(p, q)\cap S=
p_{1}+p_{2}+\cdots+p_{n_{0}} .
Since
there exists a circular neighbourhood
Let v^{\pm}(p_{1})=v(p)\cap\{{\rm Im} z>0<\} . Denote by l(p_{0},p_{1}) the part of
l(p_{0}, q) between
or
and . Then
. Hence
. We suppose
is symmetric and
. Now
be the point such that
also. Let
intersects
(clearly in {Im z<0\} )
for the last time and let
be the point on
such that
for the last time. Let
be an
intersects
(
arc in
connecting
near
is the symmetric point of ).
and
Let
and let
be an arc on
be the
and
between

We show
is connected.
is clear. Let
be one of

T(S_{i}+\hat{S}_{i})=S_{i}+\hat{S}_{i}

G^{(4)}

\Gamma

j_{1},j_{2}

G^{(3)}\supset\Gamma

\Gamma_{j}(r_{j})

G^{(3)}\cap int\Gamma\neq 0

G^{(4)}\cap int\Gamma

\cdot\cdot-

G^{(4)}

G_{1}

\cdots

G_{1}

\Gamma-

\Gamma

G_{2}

G_{1}

\Gamma)

G^{(3)}

\Gamma

\Gamma

\acute{p}

\Gamma

\Gamma

G^{(3)}

\Gamma

\Gamma

G^{(4)}

G_{1}

p_{0}\in G_{1}

G^{(3)}\subset int\Gamma

\Gamma

S_{i}

\partial G_{1}\subset(\Gamma+\partial G_{3}+S)

l(p, q)\cap S^{\underline{-\vdash}}0

p_{1}\in G^{(3)}

v(p_{1})\subset

G^{(3)}\cap int\Gamma

p_{0}

v^{-}(pJ\subset G_{1}

(l(p_{0}, p_{1})-p_{1})\subset G_{1}

p_{1}

v^{+}(p_{1})\subset G_{1}

l(p_{1}, p_{2})

\partial v^{+}(p)\cap\{{\rm Im} z>0\}

\partial v^{-}(p_{1})

p_{1}^{-}

G_{1}

v^{-}(p_{1})\subset G_{1}

G_{1}

l(p_{0}, p_{1})

p_{1}^{+}

v^{+}(p_{1})\subset G_{1}

\Gamma(p_{0},p_{0})

\partial v^{-}(p_{1})

\Gamma

p_{0}

\check{p}_{0}

p_{0}

p\vee 0

\oint_{1}\mp p_{1}^{-}

\partial v^{-}(p_{1})

\check{l}(p_{0}, p_{1}^{+})

\check{p}_{1}^{+}

p_{1}^{-}
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between and . Then by the symmetry of ,
Then we can
by
. Replace
without intersecting S. Perform
by a curve, in
and
connect
such operation for , , . Then we can connect p and q by a curve
without intersecting S. Now q is arbitrary point. Hence G is conin
is connected.
nected and
implies W(\Delta\cap G^{(3)}, z, G^{(3)})>0 by Lemma 6. 3. Let
:
,
G(z) be the SPH in the proof of (1). Then since G(z)=1 on

part of

l(p_{0}, p_{1})

\check{p}_{1}p_{1}^{-}\mp\subset G^{(3)}

l(p_{1}, p_{1}^{+})+

\Gamma(p_{0}, \beta_{0})+l(p_{0},p_{1}^{+})+\oint_{1}\mp p_{1}^{-}

l(p_{0}, p_{1}^{-})

p_{0}

G_{1}

p_{1}^{+}

p_{0}

G^{(3)}

p_{2}^{-}

p_{2}

\cdots

p_{n_{0}}

G^{(\S)}

G^{(4)}

G^{(3)}\ni pN

p=\Delta=\Delta_{s,2}

\sum(S_{i}+\hat{S}_{i})

W(\Delta\cap G, z, G^{(3)})-G(z)\leqq W(\Delta, z, G^{(4)})

Hence as proof of (4) we have
W(\Delta, z, G^{(4)})>0c

and put W(\eta)=W(\Delta, z, G^{(4)}) . Then W(\eta) is an HB with
, sup W(\eta)=1 and is
in T(G^{(4)}) such that W(\eta)=0 on
respect to
. If
the greatest HB in T(G^{(4)}) among all HB’ s\leqq 1 and vanishing on
W(\eta)
satisfying the same conditions as
it were not so, there exists another
. Consider V(T(z))=V(\eta) . Then
and apoint in T(G^{(4)}) with
V(T(z_{0}))>W(\Delta, z_{0}, G^{(4)}) .
.
This contradicts the extremality of
Let

\eta=T(z)

\partial(T(G^{(4)}))

\eta

\partial(T(G^{(4)}))

V(\eta)

V(\eta_{0})>W(\eta_{0})

\eta_{0}

W(\Delta, z, G^{(4)})

Hence
0<W(\Delta, z, G^{(4)})=W(\eta)=W(\Delta,

\eta

,

T(G^{(4)}))=W(\Delta ,

by

T(z) ,

G^{(4)})

G^{(4)}=T(G^{(4)})

(1p)

. Let
. Let U(z)={\rm Re} f(z) . Then |U(z)|\leqq M in
f(z) exists in
, U(z)=0 on
such that U_{n}(z)=U(z) on
U(z) be an HB in
. Then \{U_{n}(z)\} forms a normal family. We can find a subsequence
\{U_{n’}(z)\} of \{U_{n}(z)\} converging
to an HBU^{*}(z) in R . Let V(z)=
U(z)-U^{*}(z) in
. Then
G^{(4)}

G\supset G^{(4)}

G^{(4)}\cap\partial R_{n}

R_{n}

\partial R_{n}-

G^{(4)}

un\overline{l}formly

G^{(4)}

|V(z)|\leqq 2M(1-W(\Delta, z, G^{14)}))

T(z)\subset G^{(4)}

for

z\subset G^{(4)}

‘

and by (12)

|V(T(z))|\leqq 2M(^{1}-W(’\Delta, T(z), G^{(4)})=2M(1-W(\Delta, z, G^{(4)}))

Hence by the property of Toki U^{*}(z)=
is harmonic with respect to
U^{*}(T_{i}(z)):i=1,2 ,
. e . =U^{*}(z^{p}) and
in \{|z^{p}|<1\} . Consequently

Now

U^{*}(z)

is an HB in R .
\cdots i

U^{*}(z^{p})

z^{p}

|U(z)-U(T(z)^{\backslash })|\leqq 4M(1-W(\Delta, z, G^{(4)}))|

(13)

On Iversen’s property and the Existence

We have similar inequality for

{\rm Im} f(z)

. Hence by Lemma 1

f(z)=f(T(z))

in

consider f(z) on leaves F(i) and F(i) . Let
By
has S property and
f(z) is defined not only in
but also
G^{(3)}\cap F(i_{f_{k}})\supset\Gamma-

G^{(4)}
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of bounded analytic functions

\Gamma

(14)

G^{\omega}

be one

T(G^{(3)})=G^{(3)}
G^{(3)}- \sum\hat{S}_{i}

of (11), i . e .

\Gamma_{j_{k}}

,

F(i)\cap G^{(}

(G^{(3)}nF(i_{j_{k}}))\supset T(\Gamma)

.

and f(z) is analytic on

S_{i}\cap G^{(\S)}\cap int\Gamma

We shall show f(z) is prolongable on
so that prolonged function
is analytic on
.
The slit in F(i) of R becomes a closed curve
in R correspond
ing to sides of . Let
on F(i) . Then
. By the
process of defining G from G’=\delta’ , we see there exist two
and
G’
,
of
such that
and proj p^{L}=projp^{U}=projp . We can
find a circular neighbourhood C(r, p) of p in
. Let C(r, p^{U})(C(r,p^{L}))
be the set of R lying on C(r, p) . Then C(r,p^{U}) and C(r,p^{L}) are neighbourhood of
and
in G’ respectively. Evidently C(r,p)= upper half of
C(r, p^{U})+ lower half of C(r, p^{L}) ,
where upper half of C(r, p^{U})\subset F(i)
anQ lower half of
and
upper half of
and
C(r,p^{U})\subset
F(i)
lower half of
. Let
upper half of C(r, p^{U}) ,
lower half of C(r,p^{L}) and
be a curve in C(r,p^{U}) and be the
intersection point of
and .
,
Let
be parts of
between
and
and that
of between
respectively.
and
Suppose
upper half of
C(r,p^{U}) (then l(z_{3}, z_{2})\subset 1ower half
of C(r, p^{U})) and
and
. Now
and
correspond
to p . Let C^{*}(r, T(p)) be a neighbourhood of T(p) in F(i) such that
C^{*}(r, T(p))=T(C(r,p)) . Then
G^{(3)}\cap\hat{S}_{i}

G^{(3)}\cap\hat{S}_{i}

\hat{S}_{i}^{\sigma}+\hat{S}_{i}^{L}

\hat{S}_{i}

p\in(G^{(3)}\cap\hat{S}_{i})

\hat{S}_{i}

p\in G^{ts)}\subset G

po\overline{l}ntp^{U}

p^{U}\in\hat{S}_{i}^{U}

p^{L}

p^{L}\in\hat{S}_{i}^{L}

G^{(3)}

p^{U}

p^{L}

C(r,p^{U})\subset\hat{\hat{F}}(i)

C(r, p^{L})\subset\hat{F}(i)

z_{1}\in

t_{2}\in

l(z_{1}, z_{2})

z_{3}

l(z_{1}, z_{2})

l(z_{1}, z_{3})

S_{i}^{\sigma}

l(z_{3}, z_{2})

l(z_{1}, z_{2})

z_{\}

z_{2}

z_{3}

z_{2}

l(z_{1}, z_{3})\subset

z_{1}\in\hat{F}(i)

\hat{\hat{F}}(i)

p^{U}

f(z) is analytic in

z_{2}\in

p^{L}

C^{*}(r,

T(p))(

Fig. 6.
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Let

l^{*}(z_{1}, z_{2})

be a curve in

C^{*}(r, T(p))

l^{*}(z_{1}, z_{2})=l*(z_{1}, z_{3})+l^{*}(z_{3}, z_{3})

proj

and
Since

l(z_{1}, z_{3})\in G^{(3)}

+l^{*}(z_{1}, z_{3})

,

l^{*}(z_{3},

ziJ

such that

, proj

= proj

l^{*}(z_{1}, z_{3})=projl(z_{1}, z_{3})

l(z_{3}, z_{2})

T(l(z_{z_{1}}, z_{z_{3}}))=l^{*}(z_{1}, z_{3})\subset G^{(3)}

.

(15)

and f(z) is analytic on

l(z_{1}, z_{3})

and f(z)=f(T(z)) ,

where

z\in l(z_{1}, z_{3})

,

T(z)\in l^{*}(z_{1}, z_{3})\subset F(i)

(16)

(

Hence by (15) (16) (by identity theorem)
f(z)=f(z^{*}) ,

z\in l(z_{3}, z_{2})

z^{*}\in F(i)

and

f(z_{2})=f(z_{2}^{*})

Next
proj

,

,

z^{*}\in l^{*}(z_{3}, z_{2})

,

z\in\hat{\hat{F}}(i)

,

, proj z=projz^{*}

z_{2}\in\hat{F}(i)

,

z_{2}^{*}\in F(i)

, proj z_{2}=projz .

(17)

be a curve in C(r, p^{L}) such that proj l(z_{3}, z_{2})=projl(z_{3}, z_{2})=
terminates at z_{2}’\in F(i) , z_{2}^{*}=T(z_{2}’)\in F(i)- We have
. Then

l’(z_{3}, z_{2})

l^{*}(z_{3}, z_{2})

l’(z_{3}, z_{2})

f(z_{2}’)=f(z_{2}^{*})

, proj

z_{2}^{*}=projz_{2}’=

proj

z_{2}

.

(18)

By (17) and (18)
f(z_{2})=f(z_{2}^{*})=f(z_{2}’)
z_{2}\in\hat{\hat{F}}(i)

Now since

z_{1}

and

,
z_{2}

z_{2}’\in F(i)

z_{2}^{*}\in F(i)

, proj

z_{2}=projz_{2}’=

proj

z_{2}^{*}

are arbitralily chosen,

f(z)=f (proj z) and
for

,

,

f

(proj z) is analytic in

2eC(r, p^{U})+C(r,p^{L})+C^{*}(r,

\{|projz-\rho|<r\}

(19)

T(p))

. Then f(z) is analytic in
We define newly f(z)=f(Pro\overline{J}z) on
. Clearly such prolongation
but also in
and f(z)=f(T(z)) not only in
is uniquely determined.
of f(z) over
(as a function in an
In the following we shall consider f(z) in
. Let
open set of the plane). By the assumption f(z) is analytic in
. Let
plane. Then f(z) is analytic in
. Then by (19)
and q(z)=f(z^{p}) :
, i . e . there exists a neighq(z) is analytic at every point
bourhood C(r, z_{0}) such that C(r, z_{0})\in projG^{(3)} and q(z) ia analytic in C(r, z_{0}) .
Hence q(z) is analytic in an open set
G^{(3)}

G^{(3)}\cap\hat{S}_{i}

G^{(4)}

G^{(3)}

G^{(3)}\cap\hat{S}_{i}

\hat{\hat{F}}(i)+\hat{S}_{i}

G\subset\tilde{R}

((\hat{\hat{F}}^{*}(i)nG)-\hat{S}_{i})

\hat{\hat{F}}^{*}(i)=\hat{\hat{F}}(i)+\hat{S}_{i}=whole

z\in\hat{S}_{i}\cap projG^{(3)}

q(z)=f(z):z\in G\cap\hat{\hat{F}}(\overline{\iota})-\hat{S}_{i}

z_{0}\in(\hat{S}_{i}\cap projG^{(3)})

\Omega(i, G^{(3)})=\hat{\hat{F}}^{*}(i)\cap(G-\hat{S}_{i})+(S_{i}\cap projG^{(3)})

where the analyticity in an open set

\Omega(i, G^{(3)})

,

(as an open set in the whole

On Iversen’s property and the Existence

of bounded
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analytic functions

plane) means the analyticity in every component of the open set.

For

simplicity we denote q(z) by f(z) also. Then f(z) is analytic in
and |f(z)|\leqq M. We shall estimate the size of the complementary set of
\Omega(i, G^{(3)})

with respect to the whole plane

\Omega(i, G^{(\S)})

on
there exists a number

\hat{\hat{F}}^{*}(i)

C( \frac{1}{2})=\{|z|<\frac{1}{2}\}

W

where

(

F_{2}

,

Let

z, \tilde{\Omega}(\frac{1}{2}))<\frac{\epsilon}{4}

on

\hat{F}(i)\}

on

on

\hat{\Gamma}

\{\{|z|<\frac{1}{2}\}

W(z)=W(F_{2},

Then W(z) is an SPH in
\supset\{(CG\cap(\hat{\hat{F}}^{*}(i)-S_{i}))

, W(

F_{2}

,

\hat{\hat{F}}^{*}(i)

. Then by 9,
on

z, \tilde{\Omega}(\frac{1}{2}))<\frac{\epsilon}{4}

F(i)+\hat{S}_{i}+\hat{\hat{F}}(i)

be points such that

z’

on

on

\hat{\hat{\Gamma}}=\{|z|=\frac{3}{8}\}

,

\hat{\hat{F}}(\iota^{-})

a) and b)

,

\hat{\hat{\Gamma}}:i>n_{1}

on

F_{2}=CG \cap\tilde{\Omega}(\frac{1}{2})

,

\{|z|\leqq\frac{5}{16}\}

,

.

be the set in

\Omega^{(2)}

let z and

C’( \frac{1}{4})=\{|z|>\frac{1}{4}\}

. Let

such that

n_{1}

\tilde{\Omega}(\frac{1}{2})=\{|z|>\frac{1}{2}\}

F= \{|z|=\frac{3}{8}

,

\hat{\hat{F}}^{*}(\overline{\iota})

over

on

z^{p}=z^{\prime p}

covered by G-F(i) twice and

. Put

z, \tilde{\Omega}(\frac{1}{2}))+W( F_{2}

\{\{|z|<\frac{1}{2}\}

on

\hat{\hat{F}}^{*}(i)\}

and

\{|z|\leqq\frac{5}{16}\}\}

On the other hand, since

\hat{\hat{F}}^{*}(i)\}

G^{(3)}\ni pN

,

.

z, \tilde{\Omega}(\frac{1}{2}))

and

\geqq 1

W(z) \leqq\frac{\epsilon}{2}

on

on (

\{|z|<\frac{1}{2}\}-\Omega^{(2)})

\hat{\hat{\Gamma}}

.

, there exists a number

n_{2}

by (7) such

that

(

W

where

F_{2}’

, z,

on

F_{2}’=CG^{(3)}

by T(z) and since

on

\hat{\hat{F}}^{*}(i)

(not

instance W

(

W(z)+W’(z) .
(\hat{\hat{F}}^{*}(i)-\hat{S}_{i})+

\hat{\hat{F}}(i)

F_{2}’

(

C( \frac{1}{2}))<\frac{\epsilon}{\underline{9}}

\{|z|\leqq\frac{5}{16}\}

on

of F(i) . Now {

T(F_{2}’)\supset(\hat{S}_{i}-G^{(3)})

) such that

, T(z) ,

\{|z|=\frac{3}{8}\}

) satisfies

on { S_{i}- proj

proj

G^{(3)}

)

over

on F(i) }

i\geqq n_{2}

C( \frac{1}{2})

,

arrow G^{(3)}\cap(F(i)+\hat{S}_{\overline{l}})

SHPW(z) \overline{1}n|z|<\frac{1}{2}

G^{(\S)}

} and

the condition of W’(z) .

Then W’(z) is an SHP in

S\wedge i-

G^{(3)}

, there exists an

W’(z)\geqq 1

C( \frac{1}{2})

on F(i) :

on F*(i) and

\{|z|\leqq\frac{5}{16}\}\}\supset\{C\Omega(i, G^{(3)})\}

over

< \frac{\epsilon}{2}

on

\Gamma(for

Let W’(z)=
\geqq 1

on

\{CG\cap

\{|z|\leqq\frac{5}{16}\}

and
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on :
a number
\hat{\hat{\Gamma}}

<\epsilon

i \geqq\max(n_{1}, n_{2})
n_{3}

(8) for any

\epsilon>0

and

\delta>0

we can choose

such that

mes
where

. Next by
, W(

\{z\in\hat{\hat{\Gamma}}

over

F_{1}=CG\cap\hat{\hat{F}}^{*}(i)

F_{1}

, z,

C’( \frac{1}{4}))>\epsilon\}<\delta:i\geqq n_{3}

\{|z|\geqq\frac{5}{16}\}

,

. Hence we have

and \delta>0 we can choose a number
PROPOSITION. For any
such that the definition domain
max
of f(z) in
may satisfy
so large that its complementary set
\epsilon>0

n_{4}=

\hat{\hat{F}}^{*}(i)

\Omega(i, G^{(3)})

(n_{1}, n_{2}, n_{3})

is

C\Omega(i, G^{(\S)})

W

(

C\Omega(i, G^{(3)})

mes

on

\{z\in\hat{\hat{\Gamma}}

:

\{|z|\leqq\frac{5}{16}\}

, z,

on

C( \frac{1}{2}))<\epsilon

on

W(C\Omega(i, G^{(3)}))

\{|z|\geqq\frac{5}{16}\}

and

\hat{\hat{\Gamma}}

, z,

C’( \frac{1}{4})>\epsilon\}

(20)

<\delta:i\geqq n_{41}

and f(z) be an AB
: i=1,2 be a domain in R such that
Let
function in . Then W(p, z, G_{i})>0 by p=\Delta . By Lemma 6. 5. \omega(p\cap CG_{i}, z)
=\omega(CG_{i}\cap\Delta, z, R-R_{0})=W(CG_{i}\cap\Delta, z, R-R_{0})=0 .
On the other hand,
CG_{i} , z, R)=0 if and only if W(\Delta\cap CG_{i}, z, R-R_{0})=0 for
. Hence
G_{i}^{N}\ni p

G_{i}

G_{i}

W(\Delta\cap

R\not\in O_{g}

W(\Delta\cap CG_{i}, z, R)=0

.

Further
W ( \Delta\cap(CG_{1}+CG_{2}) , z,

R)\leqq W(\Delta\cap CG_{1}, z, R)

+W(\Delta\cap CG_{2}, z, R)=0

.

(21)

such that U_{n}(z)={\rm Re} f(z) on
be an HB in
on CGif\partial R_{n} . Then we can find a subsequence \{U_{n’}(z)\} of
verging to U^{*}(z) and

Let

G_{i}\cap\partial R_{n}

R_{n}

U_{n}(z)

|U^{*}(z)- Re f(z)|\leqq

,

U_{n}(z)=0

\{U_{n}(z)\}

con-

2M(1-W(G_{i}\cap p, z, G_{\overline{l}}))

Then we see by (21) such function U^{*}(z) is uniquely determined by f(z)
and the choice
and does not depend on the value of U_{n}(z) on
N
as , then
of domain G_{i}\ni p . Take
\partial R_{n}\cap CG_{i}

G^{(3)}

|U^{*}(z)-

G_{i}

Re f(z)|\leqq

Similarly we have V^{*}(z) from
stants, by Lemma 1 we have f\{z)

2M(1-W(G^{(\S)}np, z, G(3)))

{\rm Im} f(z)

and V^{*}(z) are conHence at least one of U^{*}(z) and

. If both

const.

(22)

U^{*}(z)

On Iversen’s property and the Existence

is not a const. We suppose
in R , by Toki’s property

U^{*}(z)\neq const

V^{*}(z)

U^{*}(z)=U^{*}

(proj z) and

Os of

where

\Gamma=\{|z|=\frac{3}{8}\}

U^{*}(z)

on

. Since

is an HB

U^{*}(z)

is harmonic in |z|<1

U^{*}(z)

By Lemma 8. 5. there exist constants
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analytic functions

of bounded

(M\geqq)\delta_{0}>0

and

(\Gamma-E)>\delta_{0}>0

and E is an arbitrary set on

\epsilon_{0}>0

such that
(23)

,

with mes

\Gamma

Fix and at present. In the proposition, let
such that
by the proposition we can find a number

\delta=\frac{\epsilon_{0}}{4}

\delta_{0}

\epsilon_{0}

E<\epsilon_{0}

and

.

\epsilon=\eta

. Then

n_{4}

W

(

F_{2}

, z,

on

where

C( \frac{1}{2}))<\eta

, z,

\hat{\hat{\Gamma}}

and W( , z,
F_{1}

for

\hat{\hat{\Gamma}}-A_{i}(mesA_{i}<\frac{\epsilon_{0}}{4})

on

F_{2}=C\Omega(i, G^{(3)})

\{z\in\hat{\hat{\Gamma}}_{j}W\{ F_{1}

on

C’( \frac{1}{4})\geqq\eta\}

|z| \leqq\frac{5}{16}

and mes

,

C’( \frac{1}{4}))<\eta

i\geqq n_{4}

on

F_{1}=C\Omega(i, G^{(3)})

A_{i}< \frac{\epsilon_{0}}{4}

,
|z| \geqq\frac{5}{16}

and

A_{i}=

.

This implie by Lemma 9. 4.
Os of U(z) on

where
in

U(z)

\Omega(i, G^{(3)})

is an arbitrary HB in
, then

Os of

where

( \hat{\hat{\Gamma}}-A_{i})<\frac{\delta_{0}}{4}

{\rm Re} f(z)

\hat{\hat{\Gamma}}=\{|z|=\frac{3}{8}\}

on

on

\Omega(i, G^{(3)})

( \hat{\hat{\Gamma}}-A_{i})<\frac{\delta_{0}}{4}

\hat{\hat{F}}(i)

: mes

G_{\delta}=\{z\in G^{(3)} :

G_{\delta}^{N}\ni p

for any

\omega(p\cap G’, z, G^{(3)})\leqq W(\Delta, z, G^{(3)})

|U^{*}

i\geqq n_{4}

,

. Consider Re f(z)

A_{i}< \frac{\epsilon_{0}}{4}

:

i\geqq n_{4}t

(24)

.

G^{(3)}\ni pN

Evidently

:

|U(z)|\leqq M

and mes

there exists another domain
\omega(p\cap G’, z, G^{(3)})>0 .
Let
Lemma 6). 7
By

with

A_{i}< \frac{\epsilon_{0}}{4}

(proj z)

-

_{\omega}(p\cap G’, z, G^{(3)})>\delta\}

\delta:1>\delta>0

.

Re f(z)|\leqq

such that

G’\subset G^{(3)}

.

Hence by (22)
2M(1-\delta)

in

G_{\delta}

.

G’=\check{G}’

.

and

Then by
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Let

\delta=(1-\frac{\delta_{0}}{8M})

( >0 by

We can find a subdomain

).

\delta_{0}<M

G^{(\delta)}

in

G_{\delta}

usually such that
G^{(\delta)}=T(G^{(\delta)})

,

G^{(\delta)}=\check{G}^{(\delta)}\ni pN

Then
|U^{*}(z^{p})-

Re

f(z)| \leqq\frac{\delta_{0}}{4}

We shall study the behaviour of f(z) in
\{\{|z|<\frac{3}{8}\}

in

\tilde{\Omega}(\frac{3}{8})

+A^{2}(\theta)

proj
Let

,

on

fi(i)+\hat{S}_{i}+\hat{\hat{F}}(i)\}

and in

.

(25)

G^{(\delta)}

and

We mapped

G’

and defined parameter curves

\Omega(\frac{3}{8})=\{\{|z|\leqq\frac{3}{8}\}\wedge

A^{1}(\theta)\subset F(i)

G^{(\delta\rangle}

in

A^{2}( \theta)\subset\hat{F}(i)

,

on

F(i)\}

respectively.

A^{t}(\theta)=A^{s}(\theta)+A^{s}(-\theta)

A(\theta)

Then

. And

\tilde{\Omega}(\frac{3}{8})=

and

A^{t}(\theta)

A(\theta)=A^{1}(\theta)

,
(see [11]).

A^{1}(\theta)=A^{s}(\theta))

. In (11), let
and define
for
, and
. Then
and f(z) is analytic on
Prolong
along
.
f(z)
and
, proj
. Then by
A^{2}(\theta)=projA^{s}(-\theta) we have by the identity theorem
and by (15)
A^{s}(-\theta)=projA^{2}(\theta)

\theta\not\in(E_{i}^{(1)}+E_{\dot{b}}^{(2)})

G=G^{(\delta)}

A(\theta)\subset G’

A(\theta)+A^{t}(\theta)

E_{i}^{(2)}

G^{(\delta)}

A^{t}(\theta)\subset G^{(\delta)}

A(\theta)

A^{+}(\theta)

A^{1}(\theta)=A^{s}(\theta)

Pig. 7.

f(z)=f(z’) :

z\in F(i)\cap A^{s}(-\theta)\subset G^{(\delta)}

z\acute{\in}A^{2}(\theta)\cap\hat{\hat{F}}(i)\subset G’

and

,

z^{p}=d^{p}

Hence
f(z)=f(z\acute{)}-.z\in\hat{\Gamma}-E_{i}^{(2)}\subset G^{(\delta)}
\prime q

z’\in\Gamma^{a}-E_{i}^{(1)}

and

z^{p}=z^{\prime p}

,

(26)

On Iversen’s property and the Existence of bounded analytic
A(\theta)\cap CG’=z and
where E^{(1)}= {
such that
there exists a number

A(\theta)\cap cG’\neq 0

z\in\hat{\hat{\Gamma}}

function s
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By [10] and [11]

}.

n_{5}

mes
Hence by

and mes

E_{i}^{(1)}< \frac{\epsilon_{0}}{4}

|{\rm Re} f(z \acute{)}-U^{*}(z^{p})|\leqq\frac{\delta_{0}}{4}

(

\hat{\hat{\Gamma}}-

proj

z\in G^{(\delta)}

Now since (mes

A_{i}+mes

Os of Re f(z) on (

This contradicts (24).

,

:

i\geqq n_{5}

.

we have by (25) and (26)

\hat{\Gamma}-E_{i}^{(1)}\subset G^{(\delta)}

(\supset

E_{i}^{(2)}< \frac{\epsilon_{0}}{4,\downarrow}

proj

\hat{\Gamma}\wedge-

and

z’\in\hat{\hat{\Gamma}}-E_{i}^{(1)}-projE_{i}^{(2)}

proj

E_{i}^{(2)}-A_{\overline{l}}

z^{p}=z^{\prime_{p}}

E_{i}^{(1\rangle}+projE_{i}^{(2)}

proj

Hence

E_{i}^{(1)}-

:

E_{i}^{(1)}-

proj

G\in O_{AB}

:
)

)) ,

i \geqq\max(n_{4}, n_{b})

<\epsilon_{0}

.

, we have by (23)

E_{\grave{i}^{2)}}’-A_{i}

)

> \frac{3\delta_{0}}{4}

:

i \geqq\max(n_{4}, n_{f})

.
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